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Chapter 1: Introduction
Encompass Investor Connect is a service that enables lenders to establish a secure system-to-system
workflow with partners, including correspondent investors, warehouse lenders, and due diligence service
providers, to ensure the delivery of accurate, compliant, and tamper-proof loan data and documents.
Encompass Investor Connect is bundled with Encompass Banker Edition and is accessible by any
Encompass user from the Encompass Pipeline menu at no additional charge. The service enables
authorized Encompass users to select loans on the Encompass Pipeline and generate a package that
includes the following data and documents for the selected loans:


Supporting documents in a specified stacking order



A loan data file (ULAD, ILAD, ULDD, UCD, or custom data set)



Additional Encompass fields can be added to the package on request in a JSON file

After the Encompass user delivers the loans to a partner, Encompass saves the package to a secure,
configurable network location accessible to the partner.
Each Encompass Investor Connect partner can configure their own submission types, the information
required for each submission type, and the workflow used to deliver loans. For example, some
submission types may include only loan data, while others may include both data and documents.
Partners can also enable a workflow that allows lenders and partners to deliver, respond to, and clear
conditions electronically via Encompass Investor Connect. When this workflow is enabled, conditions and
responses can be rapidly transmitted, addressed, and resolved between lenders and partners.
Before delivering loan packages to partners, lenders must configure the Encompass settings to make
Encompass Investor Connect features available, to allow Encompass users to perform required tasks,
and to give users access to specific Encompass Investor Connect partners.
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Chapter Descriptions
This guide provides detailed instructions for administrators who are configuring Encompass Investor
Connect and for loan team members who are working with Encompass Investor Connect. Most of the
features and functionality described in the guide apply to all Encompass Investor Connect partners, but
when applicable, the guide will note when content applies only to specific categories of partners, for
example, some workflows and features may apply to warehouse lenders, but not to correspondent
lenders.


Chapter 2: Configure Encompass Investor Connect
This chapter provides detailed information about configuring your setup for Encompass Investor
Connect, including enabling features and providing users with permission to access to features
and perform various tasks.



Chapter 3: Deliver Loans to Partners
This chapter provides detailed information about accessing the Deliver Loans window, completing
the information on the window, and, if documents are required by the partner, reviewing
documents and working with document stacking orders before delivering loans to the partner.



Chapter 4: View Loan Delivery Statuses
This chapter provides detailed information about viewing the status of a loans that have been
submitted to a partner.



Chapter 5: Resubmit Loans
This chapter provides detailed information about resubmitting loans when issues occur with the
initial delivery.



Chapter 6: Work with Delivery Conditions
This chapter provides detailed information about receiving, responding to, and clearing conditions
sent via Encompass Investor Connect.



Chapter 7: Receive Funding Details from Partners
This chapter provides detailed information about electronically importing funding details directly
into Encompass when partnering with a warehouse lender who has enabled the functionality for
electronically returning funding request data via Encompass Investor Connect Encompass.



Chapter 8: Receive Shipping Details from Partners
This chapter provides detailed information about electronically importing shipping details directly
into Encompass when partnering with a warehouse lender who has enabled the functionality for
electronically returning shipping details via Encompass Investor Connect Encompass.



Chapter 9: Receive Partner-Generated Documents
This chapter provides detailed information about receiving and viewing documents that are
created by partners and sent to the Encompass eFolder via Encompass Investor Connect.
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Chapter 2: Configure Encompass Investor Connect
Your Encompass administrator needs to complete the following configuration steps before Encompass
users can submit data and documents via Encompass Investor Connect:


Set up an account with your partner to enable a system-to-system connection via Encompass
Investor Connect.



Make sure your firewall settings are adjusted to permit access by resources that display the
partner submission window.



In the Encompass settings:


Manage partner accounts.



Give personas access to services and partners.



Enable email notifications for loan deliveries and status updates.



Specify personas who can change the Investor Connect Setup setting.



Specify personas who can access and edit document stacking templates.



Configure the conditions workflow (if you work with partners who have enabled the workflow
for electronically sending conditions between lenders and partners via Encompass Investor
Connect).

NOTE: Addenda to this guide are provided for partners when additional configuration steps are required.
Your Encompass administrator can access the addenda for specific partners on the Guides & Documents
page on the Encompass Investor Connect online help.
The following sections provide detailed information about the configuration steps listed above.
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Firewall Settings
Have your IT department confirm that you are using the most recent firewall settings to enable (whitelist)
the external resources necessary to use the Encompass Investor Connect Investor Services. For more
information, refer to the Updated Firewall Proxy Whitelist on the Encompass Resource Center.

Set Up a Partner Account
If your partner is integrated into the Encompass Investor Connect service, you will need to set up an
account with them. Your partner will provide you with login credentials and any additional information you
need to configure access to their service in the Services Password Management setting in Encompass.
This enables loans to be delivered to the partner from Encompass.

Manage Partner Accounts
Before your Encompass users can submit loan data and documents to a partner, your administrator must
use the Services Password Management setting to enter partner account information and select the
Encompass users who are authorized to submit data and documents to a partner.
To Configure the Services Password Management Setting:
1. On the menu bar, click Encompass, and then click Settings.
2. On the left panel, click Company/User Setup, and then click Services Password Management.
3. Click the New icon.
4. On the Accounts Details window, select an option from the Service Category drop-down list.
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5. Select your partner’s name from the Provider Name drop-down list. Based on your selection,
additional fields will display below the Description field.
NOTE: Images in this document may use Investor Connect Demo or similar names for
demonstration purposes with features and windows use with Encompass Investor Connect. You
will select the actual provider name when working with these features.
6. Enter a Description for the service.
7. Enter your Account User name and Account Password and complete any additional fields on the
window using the information your partner provided during the partner account set-up process.
NOTE: Addenda to this guide are provided when partners required specific Account User name
and Account Password information. Your Encompass administrator can access the addenda on
the Guides & Documents page on the Encompass Investor Connect online help.
8. Click the Find icon (magnifying glass) next to the Selected Users field.
9. When the Select Users window displays, select a search category (Persona, User Group, or
Organization) from the drop-down list at the top of the Search By panel, and then select your
search options in the list in the Search by panel.
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10. In the Enabled Users panel, select the users who are authorized to deliver loan data and
documents to the partner, and then click the right arrow to move them to the Selected Users
panel.
11. Repeat steps 9 and 10 until all users have been selected, and then click Select.
12. On the Accounts Details window, click Save.

Give Personas Access to Services and Partners
On the Pipeline tab in the Personas setting, select personas who can access the Encompass Investor
Connect feature by clicking the Loan Delivery Services option on the Encompass Pipeline menu. Specify
the partner each persona can access.
To Configure Access to Encompass Investor Connect Services and Specific Partners:
1. On the menu bar, click Encompass, and then click Settings.
2. On the left panel, click Company/User Setup, and then click Personas.
3. In the left panel, select a persona.
4. In the right panel, click the Pipeline tab.
5. In the Pipeline Tasks panel, select the check box for one or more Encompass Investor Connect
services: Investor Services, Warehouse Lender Services, or Due Diligence Services.

6. Click each of the text links for the services you have selected.
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7. When the pop-up window opens, select one of the three options at the top of the window:


All – Use this option to select all partners on the list.



Custom – Use this option to select specific partners. Select the option, and then select or
clear check boxes for partners as needed.
NOTE: When the Custom option is selected for Investor Services, the Wells Fargo Funding
option cannot be cleared. This option controls access to the Deliver Best Effort Registration
only to Wells Fargo Funding service in the Investor Services category on the Pipeline menu.
This service sends loan data directly to the Wells Fargo portal and does not use Encompass
Investor Connect.



None – Select this option to clear all partners on the list. When selected, the service category
is no longer visible on the Pipeline menu for the Persona, and the check box for the service
category is cleared in the Pipeline Tasks section on the Pipeline tab in the Personas setting.
NOTE: For Investor Services, selecting None also clears the Wells Fargo Funding option.

NOTE: On the Encompass Pipeline, an Encompass user can view all partners to whom they have been
given access. However, an error message displays when a user tries to deliver loans to a partner if the
user has not also been given access to the partner from the Services Password Management setting.
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Persona Access to Fields Business Rules
Some investors require the values from specific fields in Encompass when they receive a loan. When a
lender uses a Persona Access to Fields business rules to control access to fields, the lender needs to
make sure that the persona (typically a shipper) who is delivering loans to the investor is given an access
level of at least View Only/Disabled for each of the required fields. If the persona does not have access
to a required field, the investor will receive a blank value for the field and may not accept the loan. When
a persona is delivering loans to more than one investor, make sure the persona has access to all the
fields required by all the investors.
NOTE: When an investor has required fields, the fields will be listed in the investor’s addendum on the
Guides & Documents page in the Encompass Investor Connect online help.

Access to Document Stacking Templates
The Update Template button that displays on some of the loan submission windows in Encompass
Investor Connect is only visible to personas with permission to access the Document Stacking Templates
setting. Personas who have permission to access the setting can edit existing stacking templates and
create new stacking templates.
To Give a Persona Access to the Document Stacking Templates Setting:
1. On the menu bar, click Encompass, and then click Settings.
2. On the left panel, click Company/User Setup, and then click Personas.
3. In the Create a persona section, select a Persona.
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4. In the 2. Define access for the persona panel, click the Settings tab.

5. In the Company Settings section, select the Document Stacking Templates check box (under
eFolder Setup).
For detailed information about stacking templates, refer to the topics for Document Stacking Templates
and Work with Stacking Orders in the Encompass online help.

Specify Personas Who Can Configure the Investor Connect Setup Setting
Encompass administrators can also specify which Encompass personas can access the Investor Connect
Setup setting. Personas with access to these settings can configure email notifications for Encompass
Investor Connect loan deliveries and configure the Auto Import, Batch Delivery, and Conditions Delivery
features. Additional details about configuring these features are described later in the guide.
To Enable Access to the Investor Connect Setting:
1. On the menu bar, click Encompass, and then click Settings.
2. On the left panel, click Company/User Setup, and then click Personas.
3. Select a persona and then click the External Settings tab.
4. Select the Investor Connect Settings check box.
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The Investor Connect Settings window is visible and enabled in the Encompass settings for
personas who have the Investor Connect Settings check box selected.

Configure Email Notifications for Loan Package Deliveries
Use the Email Notifications feature for Encompass Investor Connect to provide email notifications to the
user who sent a loan delivery when one of the following events occur:


A loan delivery or partner response has a change in status



Condition responses are sent



Conditions are received



Funding details are received



Shipping details are received



Documents are received

After the setting is configured, when a trigger event occurs Encompass automatically generates an email
notification that is sent to the user who delivered the original package and up to three other designated
Encompass users.
When a trigger event occurs for one or more loans in a delivery package, separate email notifications are
sent for each loan that triggered an event. For example, if a user sends ten loans in a single delivery, and
the status later changes for five of those loans, five separate email notifications are sent describing the
status change for each loan.
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An exception to this rule occurs with the batch delivery email notifications. When a delivery is initially
submitted, all the loans in the batch are assigned a status of In Progress and a single email is sent listing
all the loans in the delivery. As the loans are processed, they are assigned a new status of Delivered,
Error, or Failed, and a separate email notification is sent for each loan with a status change.
Administrators can also configure delivery status email notifications to trigger an additional email
notification after all loans in a delivery have been processed.
For examples of the various templates used for the email notifications, refer to Appendix 1: Sample Email
Notification Templates.
To Configure Email Notifications:
1. On the menu bar, click Encompass, and then click Settings.
2. On the left panel, click External Company Setup, click Investor Connect Setup, and then click
Deliver Loans.
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3. On the landing page for the settings, click the Gear icon in the Email Notifications section.
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4. Use the six sections on the Manage Email Notifications window to select the options that will
trigger an email notification for each of the six notification types. Click a navigation anchor link at
the top of the settings window to access the selected section.


Configure Email Notification For Delivery Package Statuses - Use this section to
configure email notifications for a loan delivery package that is sent to a partner. Notifications
can be configured to trigger whenever specified changes occur in the loan delivery status or a
partner response.



For deliveries with more than one loan, the notification for a completed delivery is
enabled if any one of the In Progress, Error, Failed, or Delivered check boxes is
selected.



For deliveries with one loan, the notification for a completed delivery is enabled if In
Progress is selected and Failed, Error, and Delivered are not selected.
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Configure Email Notification For Condition Package Delivery - Use this section to
configure email notifications for lender responses to conditions previously sent by a partner.
Emails are triggered when the condition package matches one of the options selected in the
Notify when check boxes. By default, the In Progress, Failed, and Error check boxes are
selected.



Configure Email Notification For Conditions Received From Partner - Use this section to
configure email notifications when conditions are received successfully or when there was an
error importing conditions. Both Notify When check boxes are selected by default.
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Configure Email Notifications For Funding Details From Partner - Use this option to
configure email notifications when funding details are received successfully or when there is
an error importing funding details. The Funding Details Received check box is selected by
default.



Configure Email Notifications For Shipping Details From Partner - Use this option to
configure email notification when shipping details are received successfully or when there is
an error importing shipping details. The Shipping Details Received check box is selected by
default.

NOTE: Because funding details and shipping details are automatically imported only the
when the Auto Import functionality is enabled, when Auto Import is not enabled, the Error
Importing Funding Details and Error Importing Shipping Details check box is cleared and
disabled and cannot be selected.
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Configure Email Notifications For Documents Received From Partner - Use this option
to configure email notifications when documents are received successfully or when there was
an error importing documents. Both Notify when check boxes are selected by default.
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5. Each notification section includes an On/Off toggle button to enable or disable each notification
type. By default, all the notifications are enabled.


When a notification is enabled, the configuration section displays beneath the toggle button.



When a notification is disabled, the configuration section collapses so that only the name of
the notification displays beneath the toggle button.

6. When a trigger event occurs, Encompass automatically generates an email notification that is
sent to the Encompass user who delivered the original package. Use the Additional Recipients
section to select up to three other designated Encompass users for each type of notification.
Select a recipient’s Encompass user ID from the Recipient user ID list.
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As you select additional recipients, their User IDs display below the Recipient user ID list.



When you select three recipients, the Recipient user ID list is disabled and a message
displays explaining that you have reached the maximum limit of three recipients.



The Configure Email Notifications For Delivery Package Status section located at the top of
the Email Notifications window has a check box that can be selected to apply the Additional
Recipient list for that section to all the email notifications in the setting.

7. When finished, click Save
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Batch Deliveries
Use the Batch Deliveries option in the Investor Connect Setup setting to enable or disable the Batch
Delivery feature, which can be used to deliver more than 50 loans in a single batch delivery. Larger
lenders who sell in bulk or securitize can use this feature to deliver as many as 1500 loans to a partner in
one delivery.
To Configure Batch Deliveries:
1. On the menu bar, click Encompass, and then click Settings.
2. On the left panel, click External Company Setup, click Investor Connect Setup, and then click
Deliver Loans.

3. On the Investor Connect Settings window, switch the Batch Delivery toggle button to On or Off
to enable or disable the ability to send more than 50 loans to a partner in a single batch delivery.
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Configure the Conditions Workflow
If your company works with a partner who has enabled the process for electronically sending and
receiving delivery conditions via Encompass Investor Connect, your administrator needs to configure
additional options for this workflow This enables Encompass users to receive and respond to conditions
from within Encompass and to receive documents and loan status updates partners have sent to
Encompass. This includes:


Giving personas permission to view conditions and perform the various tasks required when
working with delivery conditions sent by partners.



Mapping condition statuses used by partners to the statuses used in your eFolder. This ensure
that the correct status is applied when partner conditions are imported into the eFolder.



Selecting condition statuses that determine whether a condition is ready to be sent back to a
partner. When a condition is assigned one of these statuses in the eFolder, authorized
Encompass user can select the condition and send it back to a partner.

If your company uses enhanced conditions, your administrator can configure additional options for this
workflow if needed. This includes:


Configuring your Investor Delivery Condition Type, as needed. The Investor Delivery condition
type is used for all enhanced conditions returned via Encompass Investor Connect.



Enabling the Auto Import feature if you want to automatically import enhanced conditions and
responses sent by partners.



If the Auto Import feature is enabled, you also need to give specified users access to the
appropriate forms and import functionality if you want them to be able to manually import
enhanced conditions and responses when an auto import exception occurs.
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Standard Conditions
If your company uses standard conditions, your administrator can use the eFolder tab in the Personas
setting to control which users can access the Delivery Conditions tab in the eFolder, manage conditions
on the Delivery Conditions tab, and import conditions from partners into the Delivery Conditions tabs.
To Configure Permissions for Working with Standard Conditions:
1. On the menu bar, click Encompass, and then click Settings.
2. On the left panel, click Company/User Setup, and then click Personas.
3. Select a Persona type in the left panel.
4. Click the eFolder tab.
5. In the Conditions section, click to expand the options listed under Delivery Conditions.



Select the Delivery Conditions Tab check box to grant the persona access to the tab.



Select the Add/Edit/ Delete Delivery Conditions check box to grant the persona permission
to add, edit, and delete conditions on the tab.



Configure the following options if you have partners who have enabled the workflow for
electronically sending conditions between lenders and partners via Encompass Investor
Connect:


Select the Import All Conditions check box to grant the persona permission to import all
available partner-sent conditions to the tab without reviewing them first.



Select the Review and Import Conditions check box to grant the persona permission to
review and select partner-sent conditions to import into the tab.
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Select the Deliver Conditions Response check box to grant the persona permission to send
conditions responses to partners via the Deliver Condition Responses button on the
Encompass Pipeline.


Select the Condition Delivery Status check box to grant the persona permission to view
condition statuses on the Loan Delivery Status window.

6. Select the History Tab check box to grant the persona permission to access the History tab to
review records for conditions.
7. When finished, click the Save icon

Enhanced Conditions
If your company has enabled enhanced conditions, an Investor Delivery condition type is used for all
enhanced conditions associated with loan packages that are sent between lenders and partners via
Encompass Investor Connect. Complete the following steps to configure your workflow for enhanced
conditions and to give users permission to work with enhanced conditions:


Give personas permissions to access and manage Investor Delivery conditions.



Configure your Investor Delivery condition type as needed.



Enable the Auto Import feature if you want to automatically import enhanced conditions into
Encompass.

NOTE: The information in this section describes settings for Enhanced Conditions that are specific to
Encompass Investor Connect. For more comprehensive and general information about configuring and
using Enhanced Conditions in Encompass, refer to the Working with Enhanced Conditions Setup and
User Guide.
Persona Permissions to Access and Manage Investor Delivery Conditions
Use the Enhanced Conditions tab in the Personas setting to configure a persona’s ability to work with
enhanced conditions.
To Configure the Personas Setting Options for Enhanced Conditions:
1. On the menu bar, click Encompass, and then click Settings.
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2. On the left panel, click Company/User Setup, and then click Personas.

3. In the Create a persona section, select a Persona.
4. In the Define access panel on the right, click the Enhanced Conditions tab.

5. In the Condition Types panel on the left, click the Investor Delivery Condition Type, and then select
the check boxes in the right panel to configure a user’s ability to access and manage Investor
Delivery conditions.


Select the Delivery Conditions Tab check box to grant the persona access to the tab.



Select the Add/Edit/ Delete Delivery Conditions check box to grant the persona permission
to add, edit, and delete conditions on the tab.
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Configure the following options if you have partners who have enabled the workflow for
electronically sending conditions and responses between lenders and partners via
Encompass Investor Connect:


Select the Import All Conditions check box to grant the persona permission to import all
available conditions to the tab without reviewing them first.



Select the Review and Import Conditions check box to grant the persona permission to
review and select conditions to import into the tab.



Select the Deliver Conditions Response check box to grant the persona permission to
send conditions responses to partners via the Deliver Condition Responses button on
the Encompass Pipeline.



Select the View Condition Delivery Status check box to grant the persona permission to
view condition delivery statuses on the condition tabs in the eFolder.

6. When finished, click the Save icon.
NOTE: The options described above for the Personas setting are also available when an
administrator double-clicks a user in the Organization/User setting (Encompass > Settings >
Company/User Setup > Organization/User) and then opens the View/Edit Rights window.
Configure the Investor Delivery Condition Type
If your company uses enhanced conditions, the Investor Delivery condition type is used by default for all
delivery conditions returned via Encompass Investor Connect. Administrators can configure the Investor
Delivery condition type in the Enhanced Conditions setting.
If an administrator tries to create a new condition type named “Investor Delivery”, an error message states
that another name must be used because “Investor Delivery” is already reserved for an existing
conditions type.

Enhanced conditions received via Encompass Investor Connect are assigned to the Investor Delivery
condition type only. Custom enhanced conditions are not supported for the Investor Delivery type. For
detailed information about enhanced condition, refer to the Working with Enhanced Conditions Setup
and User Guide.
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To Configure the Investor Delivery Condition Type:
1. On the menu bar, click Encompass, and then click Settings.
2. On the left panel, click eFolder Setup, and then click Enhanced Conditions.
3. Click the Condition Types button.

4. The Investor Delivery condition type is prepopulated in the setting by default with a status of Active.
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5. Administrators can select Investor Delivery from the list and then click the Edit icon to edit the setting
options for the delivery type.



The Add and Delete icons are disabled in the Tracking Options section, but administrators can
clear or select the five check boxes that are not disable by default.



All other sections are editable:


It is recommended that administrators not update the Category Options or Prior To
Options. If values are removed from these sections, lenders will not be able to view the
values returned by partners.



Preconfigured values have been entered in the Source Options and Recipient Options
sections and should not be updated unless you are advised to do so by ICE Mortgage
Technology or by your partners. New partners may be added to the options lists as they are
added to Encompass Investor Connect.



Administrators can edit the selections in the Tracking Owners section.
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The following pre-configured values are available on the Edit a Condition Type window.
Category:


Assets



Credit



Income



Legal



Property



Misc

Prior To Options:


Funding



Closing



Purchase



Docs



Approval

Source:


AmeriHome



Caliber



Chase



Colorado Housing & Finance Authority (CHFA)



Flagstar



Home Point Financial



MAXEX



Mr. Cooper



NewRez Correspondent



The Money Source



Wells Fargo Funding
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Texas Capital Bank

NOTE: The Source section contains a list of partners who are currently enabled for your instance of
Encompass Investor Connect.
Recipient:


AmeriHome



Caliber



Chase



Colorado Housing & Finance Authority (CHFA)



Flagstar



Home Point Financial



MAXEX



Mr. Cooper



NewRez Correspondent



The Money Source



Wells Fargo Funding



Texas Capital Bank

NOTE: The Recipient section contains a list of partners who are currently enabled for your instance of
Encompass Investor Connect.
NOTE: When investor delivery conditions are electronically received and imported into Encompass,
source and recipient are populated with the name of the partner the condition was received from
(Example: Wells Fargo Funding)
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Tracking Options Status:


Added



Requested



Re-requested



Fulfilled



Received



Reviewed



Rejected



Cleared



Waived

When a user adds an Investor Delivery condition from the eFolder using the Blank option the source is
populated with Manual and the recipient selection is blank.
Enable Auto Import
If your company uses enhanced conditions and you are working with a partner who has enabled the
process for electronically sending and receiving enhanced conditions via Encompass Investor Connect,
your administrator can enable the Auto Import feature. When enabled, the Auto Import feature
automatically imports any enhanced conditions sent by the partner without the need for manual
intervention.
NOTE: Standard conditions cannot be imported via the Auto Import workflow and must be imported using
the existing condition import workflow.
You can also enable the Auto Import functionality for funding details and shipping details sent by partners.
The workflow for auto importing funding details and shipping details, is independent of the workflow for
importing conditions and can be enable if your company uses either standard or enhanced conditions.
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To Configure Auto Imports:
1. On the menu bar, click Encompass, and then click Settings.
2. On the left panel, click Investor Connect Setup and then click Deliver Loans.

3. On the Investor Connect Settings window, click the Gear icon for the Auto Import feature.
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4. On the Auto Import page, click the toggle buttons to enable or disable the Auto Import feature for
Enhanced Conditions, Funding Details, and/or Shipping Details.
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5. Click Save to save your changes or Cancel to discard the changes and return to the landing
page.
NOTE: When importing conditions, the Auto Import feature can be used with Enhanced
Conditions only. The lender must enable Enhanced Conditions and the partner must enable the
workflow for electronically sending conditions between lenders and partners via Encompass
Investor Connect. Standard conditions cannot be imported via the Auto Import workflow and must
be imported manually.
Access to the Auto Import Exceptions Window
When the Auto Import feature is enabled for Enhanced Conditions, Funding Details, or Shipping Details,
the Auto Import Exceptions button displays on the Loan Delivery Status window. When the Auto import
feature is disabled for all three options, the button does not display on the Loan Delivery Status window.
This button is used to manually import conditions when an auto import fails, usually due to a loan file
being open during the auto import.
The Auto Imports Exceptions button is active for users who have at least one of the following options
selected in the Personas setting.


Forms and Tools tab: Both the Funding Details Worksheet and Import Funding Details check
boxes.



Forms and Tools tab: Shipping Details check box.



Enhanced Conditions tab: Import All Conditions and Review and Import check boxes.

NOTE: If you want users to manually import auto import exceptions, make sure they have access to the
appropriate options.
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Manage Delivery Statuses and Map Condition Statuses for Partners
If your company works with partners who have enabled the workflow for electronically sending conditions
between lenders and partners via Encompass Investor Connect, use the Conditions Delivery options in
the Encompass Investor Connect Setup setting to configure the following two options:


Manage Statuses for Delivering Investor Connect Conditions – Use this option to configure
when conditions sent by a partner have been addressed and are ready to send back to partners
based on their status in the Encompass eFolder. When statuses have been selected in this
setting, any condition that is assigned one of these statuses in the eFolder is available for
selection when a user clicks the Deliver Condition Responses button on the Delivery
Conditions tab (for standard conditions) or on the Conditions tab (for enhanced conditions) in
the eFolder. The condition can then be sent to the partner from the Deliver Condition Responses
window.



Condition Status Mapping – Use this option to map partner condition statuses to the delivery
condition statuses used in the Encompass eFolder. When a partner sends a condition via
Encompass Investor Connect, the condition is assigned a status in the eFolder based on the
mapping configured here. For example, a partner might have a status called Created, that would
map to the Added status in the eFolder. You can add multiple partners and create a different
status mapping configuration for each partner. Each partner is required to provide Encompass
Investor Connect with a list of all condition statuses, so they can be added to the Investor
Connect Status drop-down list for the partner in this setting.
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To Configure Conditions Delivery Options:
1. On the menu bar, click Encompass, and then click Settings.
2. On the left panel, click Investor Connect Setup and then click Deliver Loans.

3. On the Investor Connect Settings window, click the Gear icon for the Conditions Delivery feature.
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4. In the Manage Statuses for Delivering Investor Connect Conditions section, select the appropriate
check boxes to indicate when a condition will be available for delivery.

5. In the Conditions Status Mapping section, click the Add icon to add a partner.

6. The Add Partner window opens. By default, no selections are made in the drop-down lists, and
the Add button is disabled.
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7. Select an Encompass Investor Connect category from the drop-down list.



When a selected category has no partners available, the following message displays when
you click the Partner drop-down list.

8. Select a partner from the Partner drop-down list.


If you have already added all the partners available in that category, the following message
displays.
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When there are still partners who have Status Mapping available, the partners display on the
list along with the message shown below.

9. After a category and partner have been successfully selected, the Add button is enabled. Click
the button to continue.
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10. To map condition statuses for a partner, select the partner’s name in the Partners column.
11. Map your condition statuses against the partner condition statuses. If the partner is set up for
status mapping, the Lender Conditions Status column displays the condition statuses that are
available in the Delivery Conditions Details window on the Delivery Conditions or Conditions
tab in the eFolder, and Not mapped yet displays in the right column for the partner condition
statuses.

12. To map a partner condition status to a lender condition status (eFolder status), click the dropdown icon on the far-right and select the check boxes for one or more partner statuses. The
statuses in the drop-down list are pre-configured based on information provided by each partner.

The selected status or statuses are added to the condition status column for the partner. This
status is now mapped to the corresponding eFolder status.
NOTE: After a partner status is mapped to a lender status, the partner status is no longer
available as an option in the partner status drop-down list when mapping additional statuses in
the setting. This prevents a partner status from being mapped to two or more lender statuses.
13. Click Save button to save your changes. Or, click Cancel button to undo all recent changes and
return the setting to the state it was in the last time the setting was saved.
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Authorized Encompass users can access Encompass Investor Connect by clicking the Loan Delivery
Services option on the Encompass Pipeline. When the Deliver Loans window opens, select a service
category, choose a partner to whom the loans will be delivered, and then complete the submission details
for the loan delivery. If documents are required by the partner, you can review the documents, add and
remove documents, and apply a new document stacking order as needed before submitting the loan
package to the partner.

Access Investor Connect
Users who have permission can access Encompass Investor Connect from the Encompass Pipeline to
submit data and documents to partners for selected loans.
To Access Encompass Investor Connect:
1. Select one or more loans on your Encompass Pipeline:


When delivering 50 or fewer loans, manually select the loans on the Encompass Pipeline.



When sending a batch delivery (51 to 1500 loans) use the Loan Folder drop-down list on the
Encompass Pipeline to select the folder you want to access, and then use the filter fields at
the top of the Pipeline columns to filter for the loans you want to deliver.

2. Right-click the selected loan or loans.
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3. Click the Loan Delivery Services option.

4. The Deliver Loans window opens.
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Deliver Loans Window
The Deliver Loans window provides a central location where users can select an Encompass Investor
Connect service category, specify the partner who will receive the package, and complete details about
the submission.

The Select a Category column on the left lets you select the Encompass Investor Connect service
category.
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A list of available partners for the selected category displays in the Deliver To column in the center of the
window.
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In the right column, use the Add Submission Details section to enter details for the delivery. This section
lets you send a preconfigured set of documents and data to a partner. Depending on how the partner has
configured the submission process, you might also be able to review, add, or remove documents included
in the delivery, and enter additional data fields that are required by the partner. The Add Submission
Details section displays the following information:


The partner’s logo displays at the top of the section.



A series of fields directly below the logo are available for all partners
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If a partner requires additional loan data, fields for the data display below the horizontal line.
These fields are defined and configured by the partner. Use these fields to enter or select data
that is submitted to the partner.

The options that display on the submission window are configured by each partner. Different partners
might require different types of data. The options can also vary based on the different submission types a
partner offers. For example, a mandatory delivery for an investor might require more data than a best
effort delivery. If a Submission Type includes only documents, only document-related fields display. If a
Submission Type includes only loan data, only data-related fields display.
NOTE: Encompass Investor Connect has a 400 MB size limit per loan file for the data and documents
submitted. The default limit is 400 MB, but individual partners can set a lower limit when they configure
their workflow options.
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To Complete the Loan Delivery Process:
1. In the Select a Category column on the left, select the Encompass Investor Connect service
category.
2. After you select a category, a list of available partners displays in the Deliver To column in the
center of the window. Select the partner to whom the loans will be delivered.
3. If your administrator has enabled the Batch Delivery option, two Deliver options display directly
below the partner’s logo in the Add Submission Detail section on the right.


Select the option on the left to deliver the loans you selected on the Encompass Pipeline.



Select the option on the right to deliver all the loans defined by your Pipeline search filter.

4. Use the Memo field to enter comments or remarks related to the submission.

5. Use the Submission Type drop-down list to select the type of submission being made.


The options available in the Submission Type drop-down list are configured by the partner.


When only one submission type is available for the partner, the default type displays on
the Submission Type drop-down list and the list is disabled for selection.



When there are multiple submission types and the partner has selected a default, the
default type displays on the Submission Type drop-down list, but you can select another
option from the list as needed.



If the partner has not selected a default submission type, the Submission Type dropdown list is blank, and you can select an option from the list.



The content on the submission window can change if multiple submission types are available
and you select a submission type that has different partner requirements.
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6. When documents are included in the submission package, use the Stacking Template dropdown list to apply a stacking template to the documents. The templates are created by your
company in the Document Stacking Templates setting in Encompass (Encompass > Settings >
eFolder Setup > Document Stacking Templates). The current Default Template selected in the
Encompass setting is populated by default, but all templates available in the Encompass setting
are accessible from the drop-down list.



When documents required by the stacking template are missing, a Failed message displays
below the Stacking Template field and provides the number of loans with missing fields.

NOTE: When a user selects a Submission Type that does not require documents as part of the
submission, the Stacking Template drop-down list does not display on the submission window.
7. A Review Loans or Review Documents button may display beneath the Submission Type field.

8. When more than one loan is being delivered, click the Review Loans button to open the Review
Loans window where you can view details about the loans. You can access the Review
Documents window for the individual loan from this window. For detailed information, refer to the
Review Loans section later in this guide.
9. When only one loan is being delivered, click the Review Documents button to open the Review
Documents window where you can view details about the documents. For detailed information,
refer to the sections for Review Documents later in this guide.
NOTE: When a user selects a Submission Type that does not require documents as part of the
submission, the Review Documents button does not display on the submission window.
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10. When loan data is included in the submission package, data fields may display below the
horizontal line. These fields are configured by the partner. Mandatory fields must be completed
before you can submit the package to the partner. Error messages display on the window when
the fields are left blank.

11. On the submission window, click the Send button to send the submission package to the partner.
Click OK when the following confirmation message displays:

NOTE: If a mandatory field is missing, a confirmation message does not display, and a
Mandatory tag displays below the field. Complete the field and then click Send.

Batch Deliveries
If your administrator has enabled the batch delivery workflow, you can filter the Encompass Pipeline to
select more than 50 loans to be delivered in a single delivery (up to a maximum of 1500 loans). Batch
deliveries use a slightly different workflow from non-batch deliveries.
To Send a Batch Delivery:
1. On the Encompass Pipeline, select as many as 1500 loans to include in the loan package.


To select loans in multiple folders, click the Loan Folder drop-down list on the Pipeline, and
then select the folders with the loans you want to include.
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Use the search filter fields above the Pipeline columns to filter the loan selection based on
the loan data in one or more columns.

2. Right-click the selected loans to open the Encompass Pipeline menu and then click Loan
Delivery Services.
3. On the Deliver Loans window, select an Encompass Investor Connect service category and
partner, as you would for a non-batch delivery.
4. In the Add Submission Detail column on the right, a Deliver section displays two options below
the partner logo. A number displays in parentheses after each option to indicate the number of
loans in a package using the option.



Only selected loans – Use this option to submit 50 or fewer loans. This is the same
workflow used for standard submission packages. When the window opens, this option is
selected by default. If this option is used, the loan package contains only loan files that have
been manually selected on the Pipeline.



All loans defined by filters – Use this option to submit batch loan deliveries for all the loan
files defined by the loan folders and filters selected on the Pipeline. This option enables the
lender to include as many as 1500 loans in the submission package.

5. If you select All loans defined by filters, but the number of selected loans exceeds 1500, the
Send button is disabled and a red error message displays. You need to reduce the number of
loans in the delivery to 1500 or fewer before you can send them to the partner.

6. Complete the remaining fields in the Add Submission Details section as you would for a nonbatch delivery.
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7. Click the Review Loans button to view the loans in the delivery. From the Review Loans window,
you can access the View Documents window. Refer to the Review Loans and Review Documents
sections in this guide for additional information about viewing the loans and documents in the
delivery.
NOTE: Encompass Investor Connect has a 400 MB size limit per loan file for the data and documents
submitted. The default limit is 400 MB, but individual partners can set a lower limit when they
configure their workflow options.

Review Loans
When more than one loan is being delivered, a Review Loans button displays in the Add Submission
Details section of the Deliver Loans window.

Click the button to open the Review Loans window where you can view a list of loans being delivered.
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The number of loans being delivered is listed at the top of the window next to the window name, A
Stacking Template drop-down list enables you to select a stacking template to apply to the loans.
Columns display the following information for each loan:


Status



Loan number



Borrower name



Loan Amount



Subject Property Address



Stacking Template

The Status column displays icons that indicate the status of documents in the delivery. Click an icon to
open the Review Documents window:


Green Check Mark



Yellow Exclamation Point



Red Exclamation Point

– No missing documents.
– Missing optional documents
- Missing required documents

To remove a loan from the delivery, click the Ellipse icon to the right of the loan, and then click the
Delete icon.
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Review Documents
When a delivery includes documents, you can view a list of the documents on the Review Documents
window. To access this window for deliveries with only one loan, click the Review Documents button on
the Deliver Loans window. To access this window for deliveries with more than one loan, click the Review
Loans button on the Deliver Loans window and then click one of the loans on the Review Loans window.
Use the buttons at the upper-right of the Review Documents window to toggle between a List View and a
Doc View.

List View
The List View displays a list of documents included in the delivery.

A ribbon above the list includes a Stacking Template drop-down list that enable you to select a stacking
template for the documents in the loan. The following additional information also displays on the ribbon:


Loan #



Borrower Name



Loan Amount



Subject Property Address
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Use the Missing Optional Documents toggle above the table to hide or show missing documents that
are not required by the stacking template. When the toggle is switched to On, missing optional
documents display in the list. When the toggle is switched to Off missing optional documents do not
display in the list.

Click the Add Document button above the table to add documents that are in the loan’s eFolder but are
not currently included in the submission package based on the selected stacking template.
The following columns display in the loan table:




Status – Displays one of three icons to indicate a document’s status:


Green Check Mark



Yellow Exclamation Point



Red Exclamation Point

- The document is present
- The document is a missing optional document
– The document is a missing required document.

Document Icon - Displays a Document Icon when a document has a PDF or image file
attachment. Click the icon to switch to the Doc View with the selected file attachment showing in
the document viewer.



Document Name - Name of the document.



Required – Whether the stacking template lists the document as a required document.



For Borrower Pair - The borrower pair with whom the document is associated.



Created On – Date when the document was created in the Encompass eFolder.
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Doc View
The Doc View displays a list of documents in the left panel. Click the Arrow icon to the left of a document
to toggle open a list of file attachments for the document. Then click a file attachment to open it in the
document viewer in the right panel.

Add Documents
Click the Add Documents button to open the Add Documents window where you can add documents
that are in the loan’s eFolder but are not currently included in the submission package based on the
selected stacking template.

Use the buttons at the upper-right of the Add Documents window to toggle between a List View and a
Doc View.
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List View
The list view window displays the documents that can be added from the eFolder.

A ribbon above the list displays the following information for the loan:


Loan #



Borrower Name



Loan Amount



Subject Property Address

The table columns display information about the document as recorded in the Encompass eFolder. A
Document Icon displays in the second column from the left when a document has a PDF or image file
attachment. Click the icon to switch to the Doc View with the selected file attachment showing in the
document viewer.
To Add a Document:
1. When the window first opens, all check boxes in the left column are cleared. Select a check box
to add a document to the delivery.
2. When finished, click the Add Documents button to add the selected documents and return to the
Review Documents window.
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Doc View
The Doc View displays a list of documents in the left panel. Click the Arrow icon to the left of a document
to toggle open a list of file attachments for the document. Then click a file attachment to open it in the
document viewer in the right panel.
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Apply a Document Stacking Order
When a loan package contains documents, you can apply a stacking order template to the documents
from the Deliver Loans window when you first begin the submission process. You can also apply a
different stacking template later as you review the loans or documents in a submission package.
To apply a stacking order from the Deliver Loans window, select a template from the Stacking Order
Template drop-down list in the Add Submission Details section.

Later, as you review the documents in a delivery, you can apply a different stacking template if needed.
Stacking template drop-down list are available on the Review Loans window and the Review Documents
window. These drop-down lists are provided as a convenience to enable user to change the stacking
order without having to return to the Deliver Loans window.

For deliveries with multiple loans, use the Stacking Order drop-down list at the top of the Review Loans
window to update the stacking order for all the loan files in the delivery. Use the Stacking Order dropdown at the top of the Review Documents window to apply a stacking order only for the documents in the
loan file being reviewed. Selecting a different stacking template on this window does not affect the other
loans in the delivery.
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After a new stacking order is applied to an individual loan file, the entry in the Stacking Template column
on the Review Summary window for the individual loan is updated with the new stacking template name.
When different stacking templates are applied to individual loan files in a delivery:


The Stacking Template column on the Review Loans window is updated with the new stacking
template names.



Multiple is populated to the Stacking Order drop-down lists on both the Review Loans window
and the Deliver Loans window.

The stacking orders that display on the drop-down list are configured in the Document Stacking Template
setting in Encompass (Encompass > Settings > eFolder > Document Stacking Templates). By
default, the drop-down list is populated with the default stacking order from the setting. Select a stacking
order on the drop-down list to apply it to the documents in the submission package.
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Data and Document Packages
After you complete the submission, Encompass generates a package that includes data and/or
documents for the selected loans, and then saves the package to a secure, configurable network location
accessible to the partner. The package includes the following items:


Supporting documents in a specified stacking order



A loan data file (ULDD, UCD, or custom data set)



A data file in FNMA 3.2 or MISMO 3.4 file format



Manifest files in JSON and XML file format



A partner options file in JSON file format



Additional data elements are included in an AdditionalDataFields JSON file.



Submission data, including the Lender ID, is returned in a SubmissionData.txt file.

NOTE: All file names use the Universal Loan ID or the Encompass Loan Number as a prefix for the
package file and include a date/time stamp. Documents are in PDF file format and the file name includes
the name of the document.
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Partners can opt to receive two types of data files based on the partner’s preferences:


MISMO 3.4 file format



FNMA 3.2 file format

Partners can enable a MISMO 3.4 file option, a FNMA 3.2 file option, or both when they configure their
Encompass Investor Connect options. When the MISMO 3.4 option is enabled, and a loan uses the old
URLA forms, a MISMO 3.4 file is included in the submission package, but it will have missing data fields.
When the FNMA 3.2 option is enabled, and a loan uses the new URLA forms, a FNMA 3.2 file is
generated, but it will have missing data fields. The MISMO 3.4 and/or FNMA 3.2 files are also listed in the
manifest files for the submission package.
Zip File

Manifest File
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After sending a submission package to a partner, you can view the status of the submission package by
clicking the Loan Delivery Status button on the Encompass Pipeline.

The Transactions window opens.

Buttons at the top of the Transactions window enable you to switch between individual or batch views of
loan deliveries that have been sent to partners. By default, the Loan Delivery Status window opens with
the Individual view displayed.



Individual – This view displays information about individual loans that have been submitted to
your partners. Each loan is listed on a separate row in the window. Click an entry to access
additional details about the loan.
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Batch – This view provides access to information about each delivery that has been sent to your
partners and provides a one-stop location for accessing a consolidated view of the loans in each
delivery. A delivery may include one loan or multiple loans. Each delivery is listed on a separate
row in the window. Click an entry to access a Batch Details window that lists the loans in the
delivery package. From there you can navigate to windows where you can view additional details
about each loan in the delivery.

By default, the Loan Delivery Status window opens with the Individual view displayed. Use the Individual
and Batch toggle buttons at the top of the Loan Delivery Status window to toggle between the two views.
Detailed information about each view is provided in the Transaction Window - Individual View and
Transaction Window - Batch View sections in this guide.
Both the Individual and Batch views share features that display across the top of the window.

The number of transactions displays at the top next to the Transaction heading. The number changes
when switching between Individual and Batch views.
The Individual view displays the number of loans sent.

The Batch view displays the number of deliveries sent. Each delivery can contain one or more loan.

Click the Refresh icon to update the data on the window.
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Click the Gear icon to configure the columns that display on the window.

A search field at the top of the drop-down list allows you to filter the column options. Select or clear check
boxes in the drop-down list to add or remove columns.

When a user creates a custom view on the Loan Delivery Status Transaction window by adding or removing
columns, the custom view is retained by Encompass Investor Connect and displays on the Transaction
window when the user opens a new session. Each user can create unique custom views on the Individual
and Batch tabs on the Transaction window.
Use the Auto Import Exception to import a document when the auto import functionality fails. Use the
Retry Submission buttons or to resubmit one or more loan packages when the initial delivery failed.
Detailed information about these procedures, refer to the Auto Import Exceptions section and Chapter 5:
Resubmit Loan Packages in this guide.

Different workflows are used for accessing additional information from the Individual and Batch views.
Detailed information about each view is provided in the Transaction Window - Individual View and
Transaction Window - Batch View sections later in this guide.
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Transaction Window - Individual View
The Individual view lists the individual loans that have been submitted to partners.

The following columns display by default on the window:


Memo



Loan Number



Investor Loan Number
NOTE: Entries in the Investor Loan Number column are blank if the partner has not provided
the lender with an investor loan number.



Submitted To



Requested Date – Date and time when an Encompass user clicked the Submit button for a
loan package.



Submission Type



Created By



Status Date – Date and time when the loan package status was last changed.



Delivery Status
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View Files

The window displays the following statuses for a delivery when it is initially sent:


In Progress - The loan package is being created by Encompass Investor Connect.



Completed - The loan package has been created but has not been sent to the partner.



Submitted - The loan has been submitted to the partner but has not yet been acknowledged
by the partner.



Failed - An error occurred while creating or submitting the loan package.



Delivered - The partner received the loan package.



Error – An error occurred when the investor attempted to download the loan package.

The following additional statuses are available if partners opt to send status updates to the lender after
the loan packages have been received:


In Review



Approved



Denied



Pending Conditions



Purchased



Funded



Additional partner-defined statuses can also be created by a partner as needed.
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Icons in the Delivery Status column provide a direct visual representation of the delivery status for a
loan.

NOTE: A partner can enable a Dual Delivery workflow by configuring specific Submission Types to
automatically send a second loan package to another Encompass Investor Connect partner. For
example, an investor might send another loan package to a due diligence provider. When this happens,
the Submitted to entry for the package displays an Information icon. The lender can hover over the icon
to view the primary and secondary recipients of the packages.

The following columns can be added by clicking the Gear icon to customize the Loan Status Delivery
window view:


Submission Date – Date and time when Encompass Investor Connect finished processing
the package and sent it to the partner.



Transaction ID



Stacking Template
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NOTE: Entries in the Stacking Template column display only when a loan package includes both data
and documents with a stacking template selected. Otherwise the column is blank.

In previous versions of Encompass Investor Connect, you could access additional information for only
some loans (based on the status of the loan) by clicking links in the Status column. Starting with the
Encompass Investor Connect 22.1 release, you can view additional information about any loan listed in
the table. Click a loan to access the Delivery Details windows, where you can view additional information
about the loan. For detailed information, refer to the Delivery Details Window section in this guide.
You can also click the Document icon in the View Files column to view the file attachments for a loan
that has been successfully delivered. For details, refer to the View Package Window section in this guide.
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For the Submission Date and Status Date columns, lenders can select a date or a range of dates.


To select a single date, click the column header. When the calendar displays, click the date
twice.



To select a date range, click the column header. When the calendar displays, click the first
date in the range once, and then click the second date in the range. Or use the date fields
above the calendar.

The selected date or range of dates displays on the upper-left.
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Transaction Window - Batch View
The Batch view displays a list of each delivery that has been sent to partners. A delivery can include one
loan file or multiple loans.

Each entry includes information that displays in the following columns:


Requested Date



Submitted To



Created By



Memo



Submission Type



Status



Transaction ID (This column does not display by default but can be added by clicking the Gear
icon at the top of the window and selecting the check box on the drop-down list.)
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Click a column header to sort or filter the content on the page based on information in a column. As
filters are selected, the filters display above the table and the number of batches is updated to indicate
the number of batches on the window that match the filter criteria.

For the Submission Date and Status Date columns, lenders can select a date or a range of dates.


To select a single date, click the column header. When the calendar displays, click the date
twice.



To select a date range, click the column header. When the calendar displays, click the first
date in the range once, and then click the second date in the range. Or use the date fields
above the calendar.

NOTE: The Batch Details window displays data for the previous 30 days only.
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The selected date or range of dates displays on the upper-left.

In the Submitted To column, circular blue icons with white lettering display in front of the partner’s
name to indicate the business category of the partner:


IN – Investor



WL – Warehouse Lender



DD – Due Diligence Service Provider

The status column displays the current state of the delivery. It lists the number of loans that have been
successfully delivered and the total number of loans in the delivery. The colored line represents loans
with a status of Delivered in blue, loans with a status of Failed and Error in red. When a delivery
contains one or more failed loan, a red triangle displays on the right side of the Status column along with
the number of failed loans.
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When at least one loan in a delivery is still in progress, the label reads Delivery Processing and loans with
a status of In Progress are represented by a gray line.

To view the loans in a delivery, click a delivery entry to open the Batch Details window.

Batch Details Window
The Batch Details window lists the loans included in a delivery.

Basic information about the delivery displays in the header across the top of the window. This is the same
information that displays on the Batch View window for the delivery.

Three icons display on the upper-right of the Batch Details window.
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Click the Gear icon and use the drop-down list to configure the columns that display on the window. A
search field at the top of the drop-down list allows you to filter the column options. Select or clear check
boxes in the drop-down list to add or remove columns.

Click the Refresh icon to update the data on the window.
The table below the header displays a list of loans in the delivery.
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Click a column header to sort or filter the content on the page based on information in a column. As filters
are selected, the filters display above the table and the number of batches is updated to indicate the
number of batches on the window that match the filter criteria.

Click a loan to open the Delivery Details window, where you can view additional information about the
loan. For detailed information, refer to the Delivery Details Window section of this guide.
The following columns display by default on the window:


Loan Number



Borrower Name



Subject Property Address



Stacking Template



Delivery Status

The following columns can be added by clicking the Gear icon and customizing the columns:


Investor Loan Number



Status Date



Submission Date – Date and time when Encompass Investor Connect finished processing
the package and sent it to the partner.

The Delivery Status column displays the following statuses for the delivery when it is initially sent:


In Progress - The loan package creation is in progress.



Failed - An error occurred while creating or submitting the loan package.



Delivered - The partner received the loan package.



Error – An error occurred when the investor attempted to download the loan package.
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The following additional statuses are available if partners opt to send status updates to the lender after
the loan packages have been received.


In Review



Approved



Denied



Pending Conditions



Purchased



Funded



Additional partner-defined statuses can also be created by a partner as needed.

NOTE: The Batch Details window displays data for the previous 30 days only.
For the Submission Date and Status Date columns, you can select a date or a range of dates.


To select a single date, click the column header. When the calendar displays, click the date
twice.



To select a date range, click the column header. When the calendar displays, click the first
date in the range once, and then click the second date in the range.
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View Delivery Details for a Loan
The Delivery Details window replaces the Additional Details window used in previous versions of
Encompass Investor Connect. This window is accessible from two locations:


When using the Individual view, click a loan on the Transactions window to open the Delivery
Details window.



When using the Batch view, click an entry on the Transactions window to open the Batch
Details window, and then click a loan to open the Delivery Details window.
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The borrower name has been added after loan number at the top of the window. A View Package button
displays on the upper-right. This button replaces the View Files tab used in previous versions of
Encompass Investor Connect. Click the button to open the View Package window where you can view the
files attached to the loan.

The Delivery Details window can include as many as six sections:


Transaction Delivery Summary



Summary from Partner



Status



Shipping Information



Funding Information



Updates

Transaction Delivery Summary

The Transaction Delivery Summary section contains information about the delivery, including:


Requested Date – Date when the delivery submission was requested in Encompass Investor
Connect.



Transaction ID – The tracking identifier for the transaction.



Memo – The content entered in the Menu field on the Deliver Loans window.



Submitted To – The partner to whom the delivery was sent.



Submission Type – The Submission Type selected on the Deliver Loans window.



Stacking Template – The stacking template applied to the delivery.



Created By – The Encompass user who submitted the delivery.
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Status
The Status section displays when a loan is included in a delivery package that has been submitted for
processing but has not been delivered to the partner.
If the delivery has failed, a status of Failed displays along with a description of the cause. If the delivery
failed because of missing documents, a list of missing documents is provided.

If the delivery is still in progress, a status of In Progress displays along with one of the following
descriptions:


Loan packaging is in progress.



Loan package is being submitted to the partner.



Loan package is successfully submitted to the partner. Please wait for the partner's
acknowledgement.
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Summary from [Partner Name]

This section displays a summary of status information and any comments from a partner who has
received the loan delivery. This section does not display on the Delivery Details window when a
transaction has a status of In Progress or Failed.

Shipping Information
This section displays shipping details for a delivery to a warehouse lender. The content includes the same
information that displays on the Import Shipping Details pop-up window when the shipping details are
imported into Encompass. When shipping documents are imported into Encompass, they display in
Shipping Information section.

NOTE: The Shipping Information section displays only when shipping information has been sent to the
lender by a partner who has enabled the functionality for electronically returning data to the lender via
Encompass Investor Connect Encompass.

Funding Information
This section displays funding details for a delivery to a warehouse lender. The content includes the same
information that displays on the Import Funding Details pop-up window when the Funding Details are
imported into Encompass. When funding request documents are imported into Encompass, they display
in the Funding Information section.
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NOTE: The Funding Information section displays only when funding information has been sent to the
lender by a partner who has enabled the functionality for electronically returning data to the lender via
Encompass Investor Connect Encompass.

Updates
The Updates section replaces the Response Log used in previous releases of Encompass Investor
Connect. The entries are arranged chronologically with the most recent entry at the top. They include all
updates received from the partner. Each entry displays the received date/time and a brief description of
the type of information in the update.

Click an entry to view details.
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Tracking Loan Delivery Statuses
Encompass also provides fields that enable you to track loan delivery status information by adding the
fields to Encompass Pipeline views, custom forms, and reports. Use the following fields to track the
current status of deliveries:


Investor Connect Delivery Status (field ID INVESTORCONN.X1)



Investor Connect Delivery Status Date Time (field ID INVESTORCONN.X2)



Investor Connect Delivered to Company (field ID INVESTORCONN.X3) – The partner to whom
the loan was delivered.



Investor Connect Delivered to Category Company (field ID INVESTORCONN.X4) – The partner’s
service category.

To add the columns to a Pipeline view, right-click a column header in the Pipeline, select the check boxes
for the fields in the Customize Columns window, and then click OK
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The selected columns display in the Pipeline.

A set of repeatable fields is also available to track changes in status for a delivery and to maintain a
history of status changes for audit tracking purposes. The repeatable fields are read-only and capture the
same information as the fields listed above, but instead of overwriting the information each time the status
changes, a new set of fields are created to record each change in status to catalog the history of status
changes for the loan. The following new repeatable fields can be added to custom forms, and reports:


Delivery Status Date/Time (field ID INVESTORCONN0001)



Delivery Status (field ID INVESTORCONN0002)



Company Delivered To (field ID INVESTORCONN0003)



Category Delivered To (field ID INVESTORCONN0004)

A standard naming convention is used to assign a field ID to each of the repeatable fields. The field ID
includes a prefix that identifies it as an investor connect field (INVESTORCONN), followed by a set of two
digits that identify the number of the status record, and a final set of two digits that identify the specific
field.
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Example: The generic field ID for a Delivery Status is INVESTCONN0002.


The prefix and the last two digits in the field ID identify it as an Investor Connect Delivery Status
field: INVESTCONN0102



The first two digits in the field ID identify the number of the record. For example, the first Delivery
Status record for the loan would be INVESTCONN0102; the second Delivery Status record for
the loan would be INVESTCONN0202.

NOTE: Before you can add these fields to views, reports, or custom forms, your administrator must add
the fields to the Encompass Reporting Database.

View Contents of Delivered Loan Packages
Use the View Package window to view the contents of loan package ZIP files that were successfully
delivered to partners over the previous 30 days. The window lists the files included in the package. The
contents of the package cannot be edited, but users can select a PDF file to view its pages in the
document viewer. The content of JSON or data files cannot be viewed in the window. The view Packages
Window is accessed in two ways:


On the Transaction window, click the Individual toggle button at the top of the window and then
click the Document icon for the loan.
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When you place your mouse pointer over a Document icon, the package size displays in a popup text window.

NOTE: The Document icon displays only for loans with file attachments that have been
successfully delivered to a partner.


On the Delivery Details window, click the View Package button on the upper-right.

When you place your mouse pointer over the View Package button, the package size displays in
a pop-up text window.
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On the View Package window, click a file attachment in the left panel to view the file in the document
viewer panel on the right.

Use the resizing drop-down at the top of the document viewer to adjust the size of the file in the viewing
area.

Use the page navigation field to move among pages in the file.

You can also navigate among pages using the scroll bar on the right of the viewer or by clicking the
Thumbnail icon.
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When you click the Thumbnail icon, a thumbnail navigation panel opens. Click a page in the navigation
panel to display the page in the document viewer. Because the loan has already been sent to a partner,
the icons for editing the pages are disabled.
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Chapter 5: Resubmit Loan Packages
Lenders can resubmit loan packages directly from the Loan Delivery Status window. This feature enables
lenders to quickly and easily resubmit one or more loan packages when the initial delivery failed. There
are two scenarios that can result in deliveries failing for packages that have a status of Failed or In
Progress.


An issue occurred in Encompass Investor Connect while creating the transaction.



An issue occurred with the partner while downloading the package.

To Resubmit Packages:
1. On the Loan Delivery Status window, click the Retry Submission button.

2. The Retry Submission window opens and displays up to 50 packages with a status of Failed or In
Progress.

•

For packages with a status of Failed, click the link in the Status column to view the error
message for the package. Sort entries by clicking the column headers.
 Click the Refresh Icon to update the information on the window.
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3. Select check boxes in the column on the far left to indicate packages to be submitted. As you
select packages, the window header displays the number of Rows selected. When one or more
packages have been selected, the Cancel and Resubmit buttons at the bottom of the window
are enabled.
4. Click the Resubmit button to send the package. A message states that the package will not
include any changes made after the original submission date and confirm that you want to
continue.
Message for single package

Message for multiple packages

5. Click Submit. After resubmitting, you are returned to the Loan Delivery Status window.
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The delivery conditions workflow enables lenders to more easily receive and resolve conditions that must
be completed to meet the requirements set by an Encompass Investor Connect partner. Partners who are
integrated into Encompass Investor Connect can configure the workflow to electronically send conditions
to lenders. For example, investors can send purchase conditions that the lender must resolve before the
investor will purchase the loan, and warehouse lenders can send funding conditions that must be
addressed before the warehouse lender provides funding for the loan.
Lenders can then import the conditions into Encompass, track and resolve the conditions, and
electronically send condition responses back to the partner via Encompass Investor Connect. Lenders
can also receive updates against existing conditions from Encompass Investor Connect Partners,
maintaining the connection for all updates that are made for an existing condition.
Two delivery conditions workflow options are available, based on whether a loan uses standard
conditions or enhanced conditions. Standard conditions were used in all loans prior to the Encompass
20.2 January Service Pack release. Beginning with the Encompass 20.2 January Service Pack release,
your company may opt to use enhanced conditions. Enhanced conditions support customization at a
condition level and field level and enable condition reports to be generated across multiple loans.
Enhanced conditions are used in loans created after enhanced conditions are enabled. Standard
conditions continue to be used in loans created prior to enabling enhanced conditions.
NOTE: The delivery conditions workflows for both standard and enhanced conditions are available only
when working with partners who have enabled the workflow for electronically sending conditions between
lenders and partners via Encompass Investor Connect.
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Standard Conditions
Standard conditions were used in all loans prior to the Encompass 20.2 January Service Pack release.
These include four categories of conditions: Preliminary Conditions, Underwriting Conditions, PostClosing Conditions, and Delivery Conditions.
Delivery Conditions are used when working with standard conditions. When partners send standard
delivery conditions to a lender, the lender can import those conditions into the Delivery Conditions tab in
the Encompass eFolder. Use this tab to access and work with Delivery Conditions.

Double-click an entry to open the condition details window for the condition. The following image displays
a condition details window for a standard condition.
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Standard conditions can be imported into a loan file directly from the Delivery Conditions tab in the
eFolder or via a message sent from a partner.

Import Standard Conditions via a Message
Messages notify you when information has been sent to you or is available to retrieve. A message is
indicated by a green message icon

on your Encompass Pipeline or on the Alerts & Messages tab in

a loan folder. When you click a message icon on the Encompass Pipeline, a pop-up window lists the
messages that are available for the loan.

A Conditions Details Received message also displays on the Alerts & Messages tab in the Loan Log for
the loan file.
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To Import a Standard Condition from a Message:
1. On the Alerts & Messages tab in the Loan Log, click a Conditions Details Received message.
2.

The Import Delivery conditions window opens.

3. Select an option and then click OK. For detailed information about the two options, refer to the
Import all Conditions and Review and Import Conditions sections below.

Import Standard Conditions from the eFolder
Lenders can also use the Delivery Conditions tab in the eFolder to import standard conditions that a
partner has sent via Encompass Investor Connect.
To Import Standard Conditions from the eFolder:
1. In the eFolder, click the Delivery Conditions tab, and then click the Add icon.

2. Two options for importing conditions are available on the Add Condition window:


Import all Conditions



Review and Import Conditions
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3. Select an option and then click OK. Details for the Import all Conditions and Review and
Import Conditions options are described in the following sections.
Import All Conditions
When the Import all Conditions option is selected, all the available standard delivery conditions are
immediately imported into the Delivery Conditions tab in the eFolder without the lender having to review
the conditions. The imported conditions display as highlighted entries (dark blue backgrounds) on the
Delivery Conditions tab.

Review and Import Conditions
When the Review and Import Conditions option is selected, the Import Conditions window opens and
displays all standard conditions that are available for import.
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Each entry on the new window lists the following information:


Tracking – Identifies a condition as New, Imported, or Updated



Condition Name – The name of the condition as received by the partner.



Borrower Name – Primary borrower name for the loan.



Category – The condition category as received by the partner.



Status – The condition status based on the lender/partner status mapping in the Investor Connect
Setup setting.



Tracking – Identifies whether a condition is:


New – The condition is a new condition sent by the partner, or a condition that has never been
imported by the lender.



Imported – The condition was imported by the lender.



Updated – The Updated status displays when a previously imported condition has received a
condition update from the partner. This typically happens when a lender fulfills and returns a
condition, but the partner wants the lender to resolve outstanding issues. Information imported
from the update is added to the existing condition in the eFolder to track additional requirements
for the condition.
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To view details of the conditions, click the Arrow icon to toggle open the details for the condition.

The condition details include:




Updated Condition Details section:


The Status for the updated condition.



The Condition Description for the issue involved with the updated condition.

Existing Condition Details section – This displays only for Imported or Updated conditions and
enables a lender to view current information for the condition in the eFolder without having to close
the Review and Import Conditions window and then open the condition.


The Status for the last imported condition as it currently exists in Encompass.



The Condition Description for the last imported condition as it currently exists in the Encompass
eFolder.



The Condition ID code used by Encompass Investor Connect to track the condition.



The Condition Code used by the partner for tracking purposes. It stays the same when it is new,
previously imported, or updated.
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After reviewing the conditions, select the check boxes in the far-left column for the conditions you want to
import, and then click Import to import the conditions into the Delivery Conditions tab in the eFolder.

NOTE: When using the Review and Import option, conditions are marked as Imported only after the
condition has been imported and the loan file has been saved.


If you import a single condition, Encompass opens the Delivery Condition Details window for the
imported condition.



If you import multiple conditions, Encompass opens the Delivery Conditions tab. The new conditions
are listed on the tab.

When the condition is imported, the following fields on the condition details window are populated from
the information in the columns on the import window. Except for the Source and Condition Code fields,
which are read-only, the lender can modify the fields after the import:


Condition Code



Name



Description



For Borrower Pair - A loan with multiple borrower pairs maps to all the borrower pairs.



Category



Source

Enhanced Conditions
Support for enhanced conditions was introduced with the Encompass Investor Connect 20.2 January
Service Pack release. Enhanced conditions allow for condition customization at a condition level and field
level and enable condition reports to be generated across multiple loans. A special Investor Delivery
condition type is used for all enhanced conditions used with Encompass Investor Connect partners.
Before you can use enhanced conditions with an Encompass Investor Connect partner, ICE Mortgage
Technology must enable the enhanced conditions feature in your company’s environment and your
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partner must enabled the workflow for sending and receiving conditions electronically between lenders
and partners.
NOTE: Enhanced conditions are used for all loan files created after the enhanced conditions feature is
enabled. Loans created prior to enabling the enhanced condition feature will continue using standard
conditions.
A different user interface displays in the eFolder for loans created after enhanced conditions are enabled.
A single Conditions tab replaces the three condition tabs used for standard conditions (Preliminary,
Underwriting, Post-Closing, and Delivery Conditions). When partners send enhanced conditions to a
lender, the lender can import those conditions into the Conditions tab in the eFolder.

A Deliver Condition Responses button and a Condition Delivery Status button on the Conditions tab
enable users to access the Deliver Condition Responses window and the Condition Delivery Status
window when working with enhanced conditions.

Additionally, Investor Delivery displays as a filter option for the Condition Type when enhanced conditions
are enabled.
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Import Enhanced Conditions from a Message
Messages inform you when information has been sent to you or is available to retrieve. A message is
indicated by a green message icon

on your Encompass Pipeline or on the Alerts & Messages tab in

a loan folder. When you click a message icon on the Encompass Pipeline, a pop-up window lists the
messages that are available for the loan.

A Conditions Details Received message also displays on the Alerts & Messages tab in the Loan Log
for the loan file.
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To Import Enhanced Conditions from a Message:
1. On the Alerts & Messages tab in the Loan Log, click a Conditions Details Received message.
The Import Delivery conditions window opens.

2. Select Import All or Review and Import and then click OK.


Import All – All unimported conditions are imported into the loan without having to manual
review and import the conditions. A spinner displays and disappears as soon as all the
conditions are imported.



Review and Import – The Import Investor Delivery Conditions window opens. The user
can review the conditions, select the check boxes for conditions to be imported, and then
click the Import button to import the conditions.

NOTE: To successfully import all types of conditions, users must have the Import All and
Review and Import check boxes selected for Investor Delivery condition types in the Personas
settings (Encompass > Settings > Company/User Setup > Personas). Options on the import
window will be disabled for users who do not have the appropriate permissions.
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Import Enhanced Conditions from the eFolder
Users who have the appropriate Personas setting permissions can manually import enhanced conditions
into a loan from the Conditions tab in the eFolder.
NOTE: User can manually import conditions only when the Auto Import option is not enabled in the
Investor Connect Setup setting. If Auto Import is enabled, conditions are automatically imported without
manual intervention,
To Import Conditions from the eFolder:
1. On the Conditions tab in the eFolder, click the Add icon.

2. On the Add Condition pop-up window, select the Investor Delivery Conditions option in the
Imported From section, and then select Import All or Review and Import.
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Import All – All unimported conditions are imported into the loan without having to manual review
and select the conditions. A spinner displays and disappears as soon as all the conditions are
imported.



Review and Import – The Import Investor Delivery Conditions window opens. The user can
review the conditions, select the check boxes for conditions to be imported, and then click the
Import button to import the conditions.

NOTE: To successfully import all types of conditions, users must have the Import All and Review
and Import check boxes selected for investor Delivery condition types in the Personas settings
(Encompass > Settings > Company/User Setup > Personas). Options on the import window will
be disabled for users who do not have the appropriate permissions.
Pop-up Messages When Importing Investor Delivery Conditions
The following messages display when a user imports Investor Delivery Conditions from a green message
or by clicking the Add icon on the Conditions tab in the eFolder.


If there are no conditions to be imported:
No Investor delivery conditions are available for importing.



If there was an error while importing the conditions:
Import failed due to system errors. Please try again after some time.



If an import was successful:
Condition(s) imported successfully.

When you close the pop-up window, if a condition has been imported successfully the eFolder Conditions
tab displays and the green message is cleared.
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Condition Details Window for Investor Delivery Conditions
The Condition Details window used with enhanced conditions is shown below.
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Details for the conditions are recorded in the left panel.
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The following characteristics apply to fields in the Details panel for Investor Delivery conditions types that
are imported from partners:


Name - Sent by the partner. Read-only.



Internal Description – Condition description sent by partner. Editable.



External Description – Condition code sent by partner. Read-only.



For Borrower Pair – Borrower information sent by partner. Editable.



Condition Type – Always populated with Investor Delivery. Read-only.



Source – Name of partner who sent the condition. Read-only.



Recipient Details – Name of partner who sent the condition. Read-only.



Prior To – Sent by partner or blank. Editable.



Category – Sent by partner or blank. Editable.



Effective Start Date – Read-only.



Effective End Date – Read-only.



External ID – Read-only.



Source of Condition – Always populated with Investor Delivery. Read-only.
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Tracking status and comments are in the center panel.
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File attachments and the file viewer are in the right panel.
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Auto Import Workflow
If your company works with partners who have enabled the workflow for electronically sending conditions
between lenders and partners via Encompass Investor Connect, you can enable the Auto Import
functionality in the Investor Connect Setup setting for the responses that are returned from partners for
funding details, shipping details, and/or conditions (enhanced conditions only). These responses are
automatically imported into Encompass. This enables lenders to automatically import the responses sent
by partners into Encompass without manual Intervention, resulting in a more streamlined workflow that
does not require manual intervention.
When a response is returned, Encompass displays a green message on the Encompass Pipeline and in
the Alerts & Message tab within a loan. If a response is not imported successfully, this is known as an
auto import exception. Exceptions typically occur when a loan is locked, for example when the responses
arrives while a user is working in the loan or has left their desk without closing the loan file.
Three workflow scenarios can occur with an auto import.


Scenario 1: All responses are imported successfully, and no manual intervention is required.



Scenario 2 and 3: One or more exceptions occurred, and you must import these responses
manually:


In scenario 2, you clear exceptions by opening individual loans, and manually importing the
responses. This option is optimal when you have a small number of loans and you want to
review the exceptions for each loan.



In scenario 3, all exceptions are viewed and cleared at once via the loan delivery status
window. This option is recommended when you have many loans and you want to import
all the exceptions quickly and with minimal effort.

Scenario 1: All Responses Are Imported Successfully
In this scenario, all responses are imported successfully, and no additional manual efforts are required,
but you can review the imported items to view the responses that were returned.
To Review Auto Imported Conditions from the Pipeline:
1. When Auto Import is enabled, and a response is auto imported, a different message displays for
each response type.


Funding Details Auto Imported



Shipping Details Auto Imported



Conditions Details Auto Imported
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For example, if both conditions and funding details have been auto imported, separate messages
display for Funding Details Auto Imported and Conditions Details Auto Imported.
2. Click the green Message icon on the Alerts & Messages tab in the loan to open the appropriate
import window (for investor delivery conditions, funding details, or shipping details).
In this example, the Import Investor Delivery Conditions window is shown. Because all the
conditions were auto imported, the check boxes and the Import button are disabled.

3. After reviewing the responses, close the window. The green message disappears when the
window closes.
Scenario 2: Exceptions Are Manually Imported from Within a Loan
In this scenario, not all responses are imported successfully, and you will import the responses by
opening a loan and clicking the Message icon in the Alerts & Messages tab. When the Auto Import
feature is enabled, and a response does not successfully auto import, one of more of the following
message display:


Error importing Funding details



Error importing Shipping details



Error importing Condition details
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To Import Responses:
1. Click the green Message icon on the Alerts & Messages tab in the loan to open the appropriate
Import window (for investor delivery conditions, funding details, shipping details, or documents).
2. On the Import Investor Delivery Conditions window, imported conditions are indicated in the
Tracking Column, the check boxes are selected by default for the responses with exceptions, and
the Import button is enabled.

3. Click the Import button to import the responses.
4. The window closes, and the green message disappears.
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Scenario 3: Some Responses Are Not Auto Imported Successfully and You Import the Responses
Manually from the Loan Delivery Status Window
In this scenario, some responses are not auto imported successfully, but instead of importing responses
on a loan-by-loan basis, you can click the Loan Delivery Status button on the Encompass Pipeline to
open the Loan Delivery status window to clear all the exceptions at once. An Auto Import Exceptions
button displays on the window and lists the total number of exceptions in parentheses.

Click the Auto Import Exceptions button to open the Auto Import Exceptions window.
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On the Auto Import Exceptions window, the Conditions, Funding Details, Shipping Details, and
Documents tabs display across the top. Tabs display based on a user’s persona permissions for these
features. When a user has access to a tab, the tab displays even when no exceptions are listed on a tab.
The total number of exceptions across all the tabs displays in the Auto Import Exceptions heading at the
top of the window. Each tab lists the loans in the appropriate category (Conditions, Funding Details,
Shipping Details, or Documents) with auto import exceptions. Each tab has a layout in table format with a
row for each loan with an exception. The rows on each tab contains columns for:


Loan Number



Borrower Name



Subject Property Address for the loan



Source that sent the conditions



Received On date for the condition



Conditions (the number of conditions is list here)



Wire Amount (Funding Details tab only)



Shipping Carrier (Shipping Details tab only)



Details

On the Funding Details and Shipping Details tab, when a loan has responses from more than one
category, the partner’s name displays along with a +1 to indicate that another category is present. Hover
over the +1 to display pop-up text with the name of the second category.
You can manually import all the exceptions on each tab directly from the Auto Import Exceptions window
by clicking the check box at the top of the left column to select all the exceptions on the tab. Or select
specific loans to manually import just the conditions for those loans. When one or more check boxes are
selected, the Import button is enabled, and you can click the button to import the selected responses.
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To view additional information about each entry, click the Arrow icon in the Details column on the far
right. The appropriate import window for investor delivery conditions, funding details, or shipping details
will open. You can also import exceptions from these windows.

In this example, the window for reviewing and manually importing investor delivery conditions is shown.
The most recent exceptions display at the top of the window. The Import button is enabled by default and
check boxes are selected for the exceptions. Additional responses that have been auto imported may
also display on the window below the most recently imported responses.
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On the review and import windows for funding details and shipping details, the radio buttons on the far
right are selected for the exception. Click the Import button to manually import and clear the exception.

When all responses are cleared, you will be taken back to the Auto Import Exceptions page and the
following message displays, stating that that no conditions are available for import.
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In the rare event that an additional issue prevents the import of the conditions, the following error
message displays at the top of the window. You can try to manually import the exceptions later.

Deliver Condition Responses to Partners
In the eFolder, use the Deliver Condition Responses button on the Delivery Conditions tab (for
standard conditions) or the Conditions tab (for enhanced conditions) to open the Deliver Conditions
Responses window, where you can review conditions that are ready to send back to partners.

NOTE: This button only displays for users who have the button enabled in the Personas setting.
Additionally, the Deliver Conditions Responses window identifies and populates conditions that are ready
to send only after condition mapping has been completed for a partner in the Condition Delivery section of
the Investor Connect Setup setting.
The lender can review conditions as well as the comments and documents associated with each
condition. The lender can then delete selected conditions, documents, or comments from the package
before sending the condition package to the partner. Deleting an item from a package does not affect the
conditions, comments, or documents in the eFolder. The conditions can be sent electronically without
resubmitting the loan package.
For example, lenders can attach documents and comments to a condition and send the updated condition
back to the partner, or the lender can add a comment to a condition and send just the comment to the
partner. Lenders can also receive status updates and comments from partners for existing conditions.
NOTE: When you send a response to a condition, make sure you add a comment or a file attachment to
the condition to ensure that the partner is aware that a change has occurred.
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Each condition and the activities associated with the conditions are tracked by Encompass Investor
Connect, enabling lenders to view a full history of the interactions associated with a condition. If a lender
has multiple partners who have sent conditions for a loan, the lender can distinguish the conditions that
have been sent by each partner. A partner condition code allows the partner to track the condition and
any associated responses on the partner’s end.
Conditions are available in the Deliver Conditions Responses window when they have reached one of the
statuses selected in the Manage Statuses for Delivering Investor Connect Conditions section of the
Investor Connect Setup setting. The following window displays when conditions are sent to only one
partner.

The following window displays when conditions are sent to two or more partners.
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When conditions are available for more than one partner (for example a warehouse lender and an
investor), a left navigation panel displays with each partner’s name, followed by the primary borrower
name, the subject property address, and the number of conditions available for each partner. Click a
partner in the left navigation panel to view the conditions that can be sent to that partner. Click the Delete
icon next to the partner name to remove the partner from the navigation panel. If you remove all the
partners from a page, a confirmation message states that the transaction window will be closed. If you
click Yes, the window closes, and you are returned to the Delivery Conditions tab (for standard
conditions) or the Conditions tab (for enhanced conditions) in the eFolder.
The following logic is used to determine which partner or partners are receiving conditions:


A partner must be configured in the Service Password Manager setting in Encompass.



The Delivery Conditions workflow must be configured by ICE Mortgage Technology for the
partner.



The Condition Delivery tab in the Encompass Investor Connect Setup setting must be completed
by a lender for each partner who is enabled for the new delivery conditions workflow.



Delivery conditions must have been sent from the partner and imported by the lender.

Conditions are listed in the Deliver Condition Responses window when they meet the following criteria:


The condition was received and imported for the selected loan from the selected partner.
Manually created conditions are not included.



The condition matches one of the delivery statuses configured in the Investor Connect Setup
setting. If no status is defined in the setting, no conditions are selected for delivery.



The condition was not previously delivered or was modified after being previous delivered.



The condition has at least one comment or valid current document as defined below:


The document has a valid file attachment.



The document is marked as Current.



The document has not previously been delivered or has not been updated after having
previously been delivered.



Valid comments are marked as External, are not blank, and have not previously been
delivered.
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In the Deliver Conditions Responses window, the loan # and the partner name display at the top of the
window.

All conditions that are ready to send to the partner display on the window in a table with condition
information listed in the following columns:


Condition Name – The name of the condition.



For Borrower Pair – The name of the borrower pair associated with the condition.



File Attachment icon – The number of file attachments for the condition



Comment icon – The number of comments for the condition.



Delete – The Delete icons in the right column are used to remove conditions, files, or comments.

NOTE: When you remove a condition, comment, or document, the item is removed from the delivery
condition package. The item is not removed from the Encompass eFolder and is available for future
delivery to partners.
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When you submit conditions, a confirmation message displays.

When a condition is sent to a partner, the Condition Response payload is delivered in ZIP format and
includes:


A manifest with the condition details



Any documents attached to the conditions in PDF format.

Examples: Respond to Conditions
The following examples illustrate typical workflows for responding to conditions sent by a partner. These
scenarios include a valid condition that you address and correct before sending a response back to the
partner, and a disputed condition that you return to the partner with an explanation describing why you do
not consider the condition valid.


Valid Condition – Address the issue by attaching a new or updated document. Change the
condition status to Fulfilled. You can then access the condition in the Deliver Condition
Responses window and send it back to the partner.



Disputed Condition – Add a comment to the condition explaining why it is not valid. Change
the condition status to Rejected (or a similar status, such as Waived or Cleared). You can then
access the condition in the Deliver Condition Responses window and send it back to the
partner.

NOTE: Make sure the status you select has been configured for delivery to partners by your administrator
in the Investor Connect Setup setting (Encompass > Settings > Investor Connect Setup > Deliver
Loans). The statuses are configured by clicking the Gear icon for Conditions Delivery and then selecting
the status in the Manage Statuses for Delivering Investor Connect Conditions section. If a status is not
selected in this setting, the condition does not display in the Deliver Condition Responses window.
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Condition Delivery Status
Use the Condition Delivery Status button on the Delivery Conditions or Conditions tab in the eFolder
to open the Condition Delivery Status window and view the status of conditions that have been sent to
partners.

NOTE: The Condition Delivery Status button displays only for a persona who has permission to view
the button.

There are four columns on the window:


Condition Name – Lists the conditions that have been delivered.



Source – The partner to whom the condition was sent.



Delivery Status – The status of the delivery.



Status Date – The date when the Delivery Status last changed.

Three statuses are available:


In Progress – The condition response package creation is in progress.



Submitted – The condition response package was submitted successfully.



Delivered – The partner received the condition response package.
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On the Condition Delivery Status window, click a condition name to view the Condition ID and the
Condition Code for the condition.

Conditions Tracked on the eFolder History Tab
To support the delivery conditions workflow, the History tab in the eFolder displays the history of any
existing conditions that have been updated. This enables user to track updates to conditions.

The History tab tracks the following information for updates to conditions received from partners via
Encompass Investor Connect.


Date - Date and time when the update was imported.



Type – A Condition icon



Name – Latest value after import.



For Borrower pair – Latest value after import.



Event – The following text displays: Condition update received from [Source Name].



User – The user who imported the update.

displays for a condition entry.
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Additionally, an entry is created on a separate row for each field updated by the condition import using the
following templates for each type of event description:


Status update date – Status [New Status] Date set to [Import Date and Time]



Status update by –Status set to [New Status] by [Imported by User]



For comments received – Comment added “[Comment Text]”



All other fields display – [Field Name] changed to “[New Field Value]”

NOTE: All previous history update rules have been retained.
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When partnering with a warehouse lender who has enabled the functionality for returning funding request
data via Encompass Investor Connect Encompass, lenders can electronically import funding details
directly into Encompass. This enables lenders to record funding details without leaving Encompass and
eliminates the need to access funding details from the warehouse lender’s external website and then
manually enter the information in Encompass.
When a warehouse lender sends funding details via Encompass Investor Connect, a Funding details
received message is sent to the lender in Encompass. A message is indicated by a green Message icon
on your Encompass Pipeline or on the Alerts & Messages tab in a loan folder. When you click a
Message icon on the Encompass Pipeline, a pop-up window lists the messages available for the loan.

NOTE: The Funding details received message is cleared after the funding details have been imported
into Encompass.
There are two ways to import the funding details:


From the Alerts & Messages tab in the loan file.



From the Funding Worksheet Tool in a loan file.

NOTE: The ability to import funding details is disabled and an error message display when an
Encompass user attempts to import funding details for a loan file that is in read-only mode.
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Import Funding Details via the Alerts & Messages Tab
Encompass users can open the loan file and use the Alerts & Messages tab on the upper-left to open
the message and import the funding details.
To Import Funding Details via the Alerts & Messages Tab:
1. Open the loan file and click a Funding details received message on the Alerts & Message tab
in the Loan Log on the upper-left of the loan file.

2. The Import Funding Details pop-up window opens and displays the funding details sent by the
partner in the order in which they were received, with the most recent entry at the top. Typically,
only one import display on the window, but multiple imports may show if, for example, the
purchase details need to be corrected.

3. Click a column header to sort the entries in ascending or descending order based on the content
in each column.
4. Place your mouse pointer on a column header and click the Find icon (magnifying glass) to
access a search field where you can enter a search term for the content in the columns.
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5. Click the Clear button on the upper right to clear the search results

6. In the right column, the Import option is selected for the first entry on the window by default.


Only one funding detail entry can be selected for import at a time. Selecting a second
entry will clear the previous selection.



For previously imported entries, the Import option is removed from the Import column and
replaced with an Imported On text entry with the date/time of the import.

7. To import the funding information, select one or more import options in the right column and then
click Import.
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Import Funding Details from the Funding Worksheet
Lenders can also use the Funding Worksheet tool to import funding details that a warehouse lender has
sent via Encompass Investor Connect.
To Import Funding Details from the Funding Worksheet Tool:
1. In the loan file, click the Tools tab on the lower-left, and then click Funding Worksheet.
2. On the Funding Worksheet tool, click the Import Funding Details button in the Warehouse
Bank Funding Response (Investor Connect) section.

NOTE: Persona will see the button only if they have been granted access to the import
functionality in the Personas setting, as described in the Configure the Encompass Settings
section earlier in this guide.
3. The Import Funding Details pop-up window opens and displays the funding details sent by the
warehouse lender in the order in which they were received, with the most recent entry at the top.
Typically, only one import display on the window, but multiple imports may show if, for example,
the original investor decided not to purchase the loan and the note was then shipped to a second
investor.
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4. Click a column header to sort the entries in ascending or descending order based on the content
in each column.
5. Place your mouse pointer on a column header and click the Find icon (magnifying glass) to
access a search field where you can enter a search term for the content in the columns.

6. Click the Clear button on the upper right to clear the search results

7. In the right column, the Import option is selected for the first entry on the window by default. Only
one funding detail entry can be selected for import at a time. Selecting a second entry will clear
the previous selection.


For previously imported entries, the Import option is removed from the Import column and
replaced with an Imported On text entry with the date/time of the import.

8. To import the funding information, select an import option in the right column and then click
Import.
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Auto Import
If your Encompass administrator has enabled the auto import feature for funding details, the funding
details sent by partners via Encompass Investor Connect are automatically imported into Encompass
without manual intervention and are populated in the Funding Worksheet tool. For detailed information
about working with auto import exceptions, refer to the Auto Import Workflow section in Chapter 6 of this
guide.

Funding Details Tracking Information
Tracking of funding details is supported on the Warehouse Bank Funding Response (Investor
Connect) section on the Funding Worksheet tool. The fields in this section cannot be edited manually
and are populated with funding request data after it has been imported from the warehouse lender.

The data also displays in the Additional Information window. This window is accessible by clicking the
Loan Delivery Status button on the Encompass Pipeline and then clicking one of the links in the Status
column on the Loan Delivery Status window.
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Encompass users can electronically import shipping details from a warehouse lender directly into
Encompass via Encompass Investor Connect. This enables lenders to record, track, monitor, and mitigate
shipping details for collateral tracking purposes without leaving Encompass, eliminating the need to
access collateral tracking details from the warehouse lender’s external website and then manually enter
the information in Encompass.
When a warehouse lender sends shipping details via Encompass Investor Connect, a Shipping details
received message displays in Encompass to inform the lender that the details are available for import. A
message is indicated by a green message icon

on your Encompass Pipeline or on the Alerts &

Messages tab in a loan folder. When you click a message icon on the Encompass Pipeline, a pop-up
window lists the messages that are available for the loan.

NOTE: The Shipping details received message is cleared after the shipping details have been imported
into Encompass.
There are two ways to import the shipping details:


From the Alerts & Messages panel in the loan file.



From the Collateral Tracking Tool in a loan file.
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NOTE: The ability to import shipping details is disabled and an error message will display when an
Encompass user attempts to import shipping details for a loan file that is in read-only mode.

Import Shipping Details via the Alerts & Messages Tab
Encompass users can open the loan file and use the Alerts & Messages tab on the upper-left to open
the message and import the shipping details.
To Import Shipping Details via the Alerts & Messages Tab:
1. Open the loan file and click a Shipping Details message on the Alerts & Message tab in the
Loan Log on the upper-left of the loan file.

2. The Import Shipping Details pop-up window opens and displays the shipping details sent by the
warehouse lender in the order in which they were received, with the most recent entry at the top.
Typically, only one import display on the window, but multiple imports may show if, for example,
the original investor decided not to purchase the loan and the note was then shipped to a second
investor.
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Click a column header to sort the entries in ascending or descending order based on the
content in each column.



Place your mouse pointer on a column header and click the Magnifying Glass icon to
access a search field where you can enter a search term for the content in the columns.



Click the Clear button on the upper right to clear the search results

3. In the right column, the Import option is selected for the first entry on the window by default.


Only one shipping detail entry can be selected for import at a time. Selecting a second entry
will clear the previous selection.



For previously imported entries, the Import option is removed from the Import column and
replaced with an Imported On text entry with the date/time of the import.

4. Click an entry to expand and view the details. This window includes the following information
about the shipper (the warehouse lender) and the recipient (the investor who is buying the loan):


Tracking Information:


Shipping Date



Shipped By



Carrier (Name and Tracking Number)
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Received By



Received Date



Shipping Comments

Recipient Information


Recipient Organization



Recipient Contact



Recipient Address



Recipient Email



Recipient Phone

5. To import the shipping information into Encompass, select an Import option in the right column
and then click the Import button on the lower-right.

Import Shipping Details from the Collateral Tracking Tool
Lenders can also use the Collateral Tracking Tool to import shipping details that a warehouse lender has
sent via Encompass Investor Connect. To support the importation of shipping details from the Collateral
Tracking tool, a new Executed Note tab has been added to the tool. This tab contains a single
subordinate Shipping Status tab that includes an Import Shipping Details button.

To Import Shipping Details from the Collateral Tracking Tool:
1. In the loan file, click the Tools tab on the lower-left, and then click Collateral Tracking.
2. In the Collateral Tracking tool, click the Executed Note tab and then click the Import Shipping
Details button.
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3. The Import Shipping Details pop-up window opens and displays the shipping details sent by the
warehouse lender in the order in which they were received, with the most recent entry at the top.
Typically, only one import display on the window, but multiple imports may show if, for example,
the original investor decided not to purchase the loan and the note was then shipped to a second
investor.



Click a column header to sort the entries in ascending or descending order based on the
content in each column.



Place your mouse pointer on a column header and click the Magnifying Glass icon to
access a search field where you can enter a search term for the content in the columns.
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Click the Clear button on the upper right to clear the search results

4. In the right column, the Import option is selected for the first entry on the window by default.


Only one shipping detail entry can be selected for import at a time. Selecting a second entry
will clear the previous selection.



For previously imported entries, the Import option is removed from the Import column and
replaced with an Imported On text entry with the date/time of the import.

5. Click an entry to expand and view the details. This window includes the following information
about the shipper (the warehouse lender) and the recipient (the investor who is buying the loan).
•

•

Tracking Information:
•

Shipping Date

•

Shipped By

•

Carrier (Name and Tracking Number)

•

Received By

•

Received Date

•

Shipping Comments

Recipient Information:
•

Recipient Organization

•

Recipient Contact
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•

Recipient Address

•

Recipient Email

•

Recipient Phone

6. To import shipping information, select an Import option in the right column and then click the
Import button on the lower-right.

Auto Import
If your Encompass administrator has enabled the auto import feature for shipping details, the shipping
details sent by partners via Encompass Investor Connect are automatically imported into Encompass
without manual intervention and are populated in the Collateral Tracking tool. For detailed information
about working with auto import exceptions, refer to the Auto Import Workflow section in Chapter 6.

Shipping Details Tracking Information
Tracking of shipping details is supported on the Executed Note tab on the Collateral Tracking tool. This
tab contains a single subordinate Shipping Status tab that captures the shipping details for warehouse
lending. After importing shipping details, information about the shipper (warehouse lender) and the
recipient (the investor buying the loan) is copied from the Import Shipping Details window to the Collateral
Tracking tool. This section displays the information from the most recently imported shipping details.
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The Tracking History section of the tool maintains information about each shipping details record
imported into Encompass. This section also displays the combined collateral tracking records for
collateral tracked via the DOT/Mortgage, Final Title Policy, and Executed Note tabs.

Double-click an entry to open the Add Shipment pop-up window to view the details for the entry. Use the
Executed Note check box at the top of this window to indicate that the record is for the executed note
collateral for a warehouse lender.
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Shipping Detail Tool in Encompass
Two fields in the Physical File Storage section on the Shipping Detail tool are used to capture the Investor
Code and the Location Code associate with the physical location where the loan note is stored.

When a lender submits a funding request via Encompass Investor Connect, the information in these two
fields is sent to the warehouse lender. These fields have also been added to the Business Category
Additional Fields section for Business Contacts (Contacts tab>Business Contacts) when a business
contact has been assigned to the Investor category.

When an investor Business Contact is added to the Shipping Detail form by clicking the Address Book
icon, these fields are populated from the contact’s record.
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Chapter 9: Partner-Generated Documents
Partners can create and send documents to lenders electronically via Encompass Investor Connect.
Partners upload these document to a URL specific to each partner. Encompass Investor Connect then
creates a document container for the file in the eFolder, auto imports the document file, and attaches the
file to the document container. The import process supports files in PDF and TXT formats.
NOTE: To use this feature, your partner must have enabled the workflow for electronically sending data
and documents back and forth between partners and lenders.
Partners can add the following document types:


Lock Confirmation



Purchase Advice



Eligibility Letter



Conditions



Misc

When a partner sends a document to a lender, a confirmation pop-up notification displays in Encompass
for the lender, and a green message displays on the Encompass Pipeline and on the Alerts & Messages
tab in the loan file.
Pipeline

Alerts & Message Tab
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Click the green message icon to view the message. When a document is imported, the message confirms
whether or not the auto import was successful.

Auto Import Exceptions
When the auto import functionality fails to import a document, the message indicates that an error
occurred during the import. The Auto Import Exceptions feature can then be used to import it manually.
To Import a Document Using the Auto Import Exceptions Feature:
1. Click the Loan Delivery Status button on the Encompass Pipeline.
2. When the Loan Delivery Status window opens, click the Auto Import Exceptions button.
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3. On the Document tab on the Auto Import Exceptions window, select the loan and then click the
Import button.

-

Or click the Arrow icon in the Details column to view details about auto import documents.
When the Import Document Details window opens, select the document and click Import.

4. If the loan is locked, an error message displays at the top of the documents list.

You can try importing later, or you can contact the user who has locked the loan and ask them to
close the loan while you import the document.
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Viewing Imported Partner Generate Documents in Encompass
After importing the document, click the Loan Delivery Status button on the Encompass Pipeline. When
the Transactions window opens, click the loan entry. When the Delivery Details window opens, the
imported documents display on the Summary tab in the Documents Received area.

The contents of the files can be viewed from three locations in Encompass:


On click the View Files tab on the Additional Info window and select one or more files to open
them in the document viewing panel.



On the Summary tab on the Additional Info window, double-click a document to open the View
Files tab, where you can view the document in the viewing panel.



In the eFolder for a loan, double click the document.

A user-friendly name is assigned to files in the funding Information section, but the following naming
convention is used when file attachments are added to the Encompass eFolder:


[document type]_[partner name]_[partner category]

For example, a lock confirmation form sent from an investor named Acme Investors would be assigned
the following name in the eFolder: Lock Confirmation_Acme Investors_INVESTOR
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The following additional resources are available on the Encompass Investor Connect help website:


For additional information about configuration and data submission issues that are specific to
individual partner, refer to the partner-specific addenda for this guide on the Guides & Documents
help page.



For an overview of recommended best practices when working in Encompass Investor Connect,
refer to the Encompass Investor Connect Best Practices Guide on the Guides & Documents help
page.



For easy-to-follow one-page flowcharts that describe how to configure in Encompass Investor
Connect, deliver loan packages, and configure and use delivery conditions, visit the Quick
Reference Guides help page.
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The Email Notifications feature for Encompass Investor Connect can be configured to provide email
notifications to the user who sent the loan delivery and up to three additional Encompass users whenever
specified changes occur for the delivery. The email describes the event that triggered the email and
provides details about the loan package. This appendix provides sample templates for the various types
of email notification that can be sent. Refer to the Configure Email Notifications for Loan Package
Deliveries section in Chapter 2 for details about the types of email notifications that are available and the
process for configuring them.

Delivery Package Statuses
Sample: In Progress Package Status for a Delivery with One Loan
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Sample: In Progress Package Status for a Delivery with 1-50 Loans
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Appendix 1: Sample Email Notification Templates
Sample: In Progress Package Status for a Delivery with More Than 50 Loans
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Sample: Failed Package Status

Sample: Error Package Status
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Sample: Completed Package for a Delivery with One Loan
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Appendix 1: Sample Email Notification Templates
Sample: Completed Package for a Delivery with 1-50 Loan
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Appendix 1: Sample Email Notification Templates
Sample: Completed Package for a Delivery with More Than 50 Loan
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Sample: In Review Partner Response Status

Sample: Approved Partner Response Status
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Sample: Denied Partner Response Status

Sample: Pending Conditions Partner Response Status
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Sample: Purchased Partner Response Status

Sample: Funded Partner Response Status
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Sample: Rejected Partner Response Status (User-Defined Status)
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Condition Package Delivery Statuses
Sample: In Progress Condition Package Delivery Status

Sample: Delivered Condition Package Delivery Status
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Sample: Error Condition Package Delivery Status
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Conditions Received from Partner
Sample: Conditions Received

Sample: Error Importing Conditions
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Funding Details Received from Partner
Sample: Funding Details Received

Sample: Error Importing Funding Details
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Appendix 1: Sample Email Notification Templates

Shipping Details Received from Partners
Sample: Shipping Details Received

Sample: Errors Importing Shipping Details
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Appendix 1: Sample Email Notification Templates

Documents Received from Partners
Sample: Documents Received

Sample: Error Importing Documents
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The following tables lists possible error messages that can display on various Encompass Investor
Connect windows, the possible causes for the error, and recommended solutions.
Loan Submission Window
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Title: Error
Text: Something went
wrong and page failed
to load. Please try
again.

The server encountered
an internal error and was
unable to complete your
requested action




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts

Title: Error Retrieving
Submission Types
Text: Unable to
retrieve Submission
Types. Please try
again.



The server encountered
an internal error and was
unable to complete your
requested action
The partner is not set up
correctly to receive loan
deliveries




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts
Reach out to Partner to check if it is an
issue they are aware off and working
resolve

Title: Error Retrieving
Stacking Template
Text: Unable to
retrieve Stacking
Template. Please try
again.



The server encountered
an internal error and was
unable to complete your
requested action
There are no Stacking
templates defined in the
Encompass instance



Title: Error
Text: <Field> is
missing

The highlighted field cannot
be left blank










Contact an administrator to check if the
required Stacking template has been
defined under eFolder Stacking Template
Settings
Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts

Enter valid data into the required field
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Loan Submission (Continued)
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

If all documents in. the
selected stacking
template are Optional

No documents were
selected for delivery for one
or more loans. This can
happen if all documents are
marked as optional in the
stacking template and the
loan does not contain any
of these documents. Even
though all documents are
marked as optional in the
stacking template, the
partner requires at least
one document to be added
to the loan for delivery.

Documents should be added for delivery to
the loans in one of the following ways:

Go to Review Loans / Review
Documents workflow and manually
add documents for delivery to the
loans.

Add a document that is in the stacking
template to eFolder.

Select a different Stacking template.
NOTE: Ensure the following for all documents
that needs to be delivered with the loan:

Document has at least one attachment
marked as current version.

EDM Lender Flag is checked for the
document.

The user trying to deliver the loan has
access to the document.

(This message
displays below the
stacking template
dropdown)

No documents were
selected for delivery for
some loans. This is
because no stacking
template was selected
(Stacking template
selected was 'None'). The
partner requires at least
one document to be
added to the loan for
delivery.

Documents can be added to the loans in one of
the following ways:

Go to Review Loans / Review Documents
workflow and manually add documents for
delivery to the loans.

Select a different Stacking template.
NOTE: Ensure the following for all
documents that needs to be delivered with
the loan:
Document has at least one attachment

marked as current version.

EDM Lender Flag is checked for the
document.

The user trying to deliver the loan has
access to the document.

If selected stacking
template is Required
and if all or some of the
loans are missing
required documents:

At least one of the
documents that are
required by the stacking
template is missing from
the loan.

Documents can be added to the loans in one
of the following ways:

Add the required document that is in the
stacking template to eFolder.
NOTE: Please ensure the following for all
documents that needs to be delivered with
the loan:

Document has at least one attachment
marked as current version.

EDM Lender Flag is checked for the
document.

The user trying to deliver the loan has
access to the document.

Text: Error - <Total>
loans are missing
documents.
(This message
displays below the
stacking template
dropdown)

If selected stacking
template is None:
Text: Error Documents are
required for delivery.

Text: Failed - Review
completed <total>
loans are missing
required documents.
(This message
displays below the
stacking template
dropdown.)
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Loan Submission (Continued)
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

If all loans have errors:
Text: Error - Review
could not be completed
due to system errors.

At least one document in
one or more loans has an
issue or is corrupt.

Click Review Loans or View Info button to
view the list of loans that have an issue.

Loans without issue can be delivered
as is.

For loans with issues, identify and
remove the corrupt documents and
then resubmit.

Text: You are
currently not setup for
delivering loans to
Investor Connect <Partner>. Please
contact your
administrator for
details.

Credentials are required to
deliver loans to the
selected partner. These
are missing in the Service
Password Manager.

Reach out to an administrator to update the
credentials in Service Password manager. If
you do not have credentials, reach out to the
partner for details.

Title: Error
Text: Unable to
complete the
submission. Please try
again.

The server encountered an
internal error and was
unable to complete your
requested action.

Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com) for
any system downtime alerts.

If some loans have
errors:
Text: Warning Review could not be
completed due to
system errors. Please
click Deliver to submit
the loans for delivery.
View details (link)
If the selected loan has
errors:
Text: Error - Loan can
not be delivered due to
system errors. Please
try again after
sometime.
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Review Loans Window
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

If all or some loans
cannot be delivered
because review loans
could not be completed
for them (corrupt
loans/loans with corrupt
docs) :
Text: <Error || Warning> <total> loans were
removed from delivery
due to system error. View
Loans (link)

At least one document in
one/all loans has an issue
or is corrupt.




Loans without issue can be delivered as is.
For loans with issues, identify and remove
the corrupt documents, and then resubmit

Add eFolder Documents
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Title: Error
Text: Unable to add
eFolder documents.
Please try again.

The server encountered
an internal error and was
unable to complete your
requested action.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.
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Import Conditions
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Title: Error Loading
Conditions.
Text: Something went
wrong and the page
failed to load. Please
try again

The server encountered an
internal error and was
unable to complete your
requested action.




On click of 'Conditions
Details Auto
Imported'(Green
message)

User does not have
persona access to Import
conditions received from
partner.

Contact an administrator to assign the
following persona access to the user:

eFolder Delivery Conditions "Review
and Import" OR "Import All"
Depending on what was received from
partners, users may also need access to the
following features:

Add Investor Delivery Conditions
Edit Investor Delivery Conditions


Add Comments

Change Prior To

Text: Investor
Delivery condition type
needs to be activated
for this action.
Please contact your
admin for more details

Investor Delivery Condition
type is not activated for the
instance.

Contact an administrator to setup and enable
Investor Delivery condition type. Please refer
documentation on how to setup Enhanced
conditions for Investor Connect.

Text: Error importing
conditions.
Server Error. Please
try again later to
resolve the issue.

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable
to complete your requested
action.


Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Text: You do not have
permission to import
conditions Details
Contact your system
admin to have your
permissions changed
to allow this action.

Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

On click of 'Error
importing Conditions
Details/Conditions
Details Received'
(Green Messages)
Text : You do not
have rights to import
conditions.
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Import Conditions (Continued)
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Text: Error importing
conditions.

User does not have persona
access to Import conditions
received from partner.

Contact an administrator to assign the
following persona access to the user:

eFolder Delivery Conditions "Review
and Import" OR "Import All"
Depending on what was received from
partners, users may also need access to the
following:

Add Investor Delivery Conditions

Edit Investor Delivery Conditions

Add Comments

Change Prior To

Another user is working on
the loan, or the loan is
opened by another user.

Wait for the user to close the loans and then
try to import again.

{User access related
message}. Please
contact your
administrator to
request access.

Text: Error importing
conditions.
The loan is being
updated by another
user and can not be
updated. Please try
again after the loan is
closed by the user

Import Documents, Funding Details, and Shipping Details (Green Messages)
Error Message

Possible Causes

Text: Something went
wrong and the page
failed to load
Please try again.

The server encountered an
internal error and was
unable to complete your
requested action.

Recommended Solutions




Text: You do not have
permission to import
Funding details.
Contact your system
admin to have your
permissions changed
to allow this action.

User does not have persona
access to Import Funding
details received from
partner.

Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliem
ae.com) for any system downtime
alerts.

Contact an administrator to assign user with
the persona access to Import Funding
details.
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Import Documents, Funding Details, and Shipping Details (Green Messages) (Continued)
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Text: You do not have
permission to import
Shipping details.
Contact your system
admin to have your
permissions changed
to allow this action.

User does not have persona
access to Import Shipping
details received from
partner.

Contact an administrator to assign user with
the persona access to Import Shipping
details.

Text: You do not have
permission to import
Documents
Contact your system
admin to have your
permissions changed
to allow this action.

User does not have persona
access to Import Documents
received from partner.

Contact an administrator to assign user with
the persona access to create eFolder
documents and attachments.

Text: Something went
wrong and the page
failed to import.
Please try again.

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable
to complete your requested
action.




Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Text: Unable to load
the Investor Connect
Settings page. Please
try again.

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable
to complete your requested
action.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Title: Error
Text: Unable to update
the Investor Connect
Settings page. Please
try again.

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable
to complete your requested
action.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Investor Connect Settings
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Loan Delivery Status
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Title: Error - Loan
Submission Status
Text: Something
went wrong.
Please try again.

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable to
complete your requested action.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Title: Error
Text: Something
went wrong and the
page failed to load.
Please try again.

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable to
complete your requested action.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Title: Error
Text: Unable to
import the
document details
for <Total> <loans
|| loan>. Please try
again later.



The server encountered an
internal error and was unable
to complete your requested
action.
The selected loans are open
with some other users
(locked).
There are issues with the
documents.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Title: Error
Text: Unable to
import the funding
details for <Total>
<loans || loan>.
Please try again
later.



The server encountered an
internal error and was unable
to complete your requested
action.
The selected loans are open
with some other users
(locked).
There are issues with the
funding details received.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Title: Error
Text: Unable to
import the shipping
details for <Total>
<loans || loan>.
Please try again
later.



The server encountered an
internal error and was unable
to complete your requested
action.
The selected loans are open
with some other users
(locked).
There are issues with the
shipping details received.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Title: Error
Text: Unable to
import the condition
details for <Total>
<loans || loan>.
Please try again
later.



The server encountered an
internal error and was unable
to complete your requested
action.
The selected loans are open
with some other users
(locked).
There are issues with the
condition details received.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.
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Loan Delivery Status (Continued)
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Title: Error
Text: Something
went wrong and the
page failed to load.
Please try again.

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable to
complete your requested action.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Title: Delivery
failed due to
system errors
Text: Something
went wrong, please
try again.

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable to
complete your requested action.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Title: Error
Text (Individual):
Transaction details
are unavailable at
the moment.
Please try after
some time.

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable to
complete your requested action.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Title: Error
Text (Batch):
Batch details are
unavailable at the
moment. Please try
after some time.

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable to
complete your requested action.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Text: Delivery
failed due to
systems errors

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable to
complete your requested action.
This can happen due to the
following issues:

There was an issue accessing
and processing the loan data
and documents.

System failure while creating
and packaging datasets, loan
data and documents.

There is an issue with partner
was setup System was not
able to contact the partner
Packaging and processing
timed out due to system
delays.

Any other unexpected system
failure.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

-ORSomething went
wrong and the
package could not
be sent. Please try
again
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Loan Delivery Status (Continued)
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Files exceed {size
limit}MB and can’t
be sent. Try
reducing file sizes
or number of
images.

Delivery failed because the size
of loan package including all
data and documents exceeded
the system limits.

A limit of 400mb is a
system limit defined by
Investor Connect.
Any limit lower than 400mb has
been set up by the Investor.



Files exceed {size
limit}MB and can’t
be sent. Try
reducing file sizes
or number of
images.

While evaluating a completed
package loan for adding to a set
for batch, a single loan exceeds
size limit. Size limit is from:
1. Partner preferences (if
available and less than or
equal to the Investor
Connect default).
2. The Investor Connect
default size limit (if there
is no partner preference
less than the Investor
Connect default).

Some required loan
data is missing or
was entered in an
invalid format.
Please view details
and make
corrections. {List of
fields in error}

One or more of the fields
specified as required fields in
partner preferences for the
submission type are not
available in the loan.

Try reducing file sizes or number of
images.
In case of partner limit, try contacting the
Partner to get more information.

Please ensure that there is valid data present
in the fields mentioned in the list.
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Loan Delivery Status (Continued)
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Title: FAILED
Text: Submission
Error: Documents
are required

The Stacking Template selected
is 'None' and there is no
document ready for delivery
either because:

No document is present in
loan's e-folder.

No document is added with
the loan delivery.

All the document/s added with
the loan delivery have one/all
of the below characteristics:

User does not have
access to the document.

Attachment is inactive
and not marked as
current version.

EDM lender is not
indicated.

Documents can be added to the loans in one
of the following ways:

Go to Review Loans / Review Documents
workflow and manually add documents
for delivery to the loans.

Select a different value for Stacking
template.
NOTE: Please ensure the following for all
documents that needs to be delivered with
the loan:

Document has at least one attachment
marked as current version.

EDM Lender Flag is checked for the
document.

The user trying to deliver the loan has
access to the document.

Title: FAILED
Text: Unable to
package loan, as
documents are
required for
delivery. Please
update stacking
template, or add
required
documents for
delivery using the
review documents
window



The Stacking Template
selected is 'All Optional' and
there is no document ready
for delivery either because:

No document is present
in loan's eFolder.

No document is present
in the loan's eFolder
which is in the list of
optional documents
defined in the Stacking
Template.

No document is added
with the loan delivery
using review documents
flow.
All the documents

available for delivery
have one/all of the below
characteristics:

User does not have
access to the
document.

Attachment is
inactive and not
marked as current
version.

EDM lender is not
indicated .
Stacking Template is empty.

Documents can be added to the loans in one
of the following ways:

Go to Review Loans / Review
Documents workflow and manually
add documents for delivery to the
loans.

Select a different value for Stacking
template.

Contact an administrator to update
stacking template.
NOTE: Please ensure the following for all
documents that needs to be delivered
with the loan:

Document has at least one attachment
marked as current version.

EDM Lender Flag is checked for the
document.

The user trying to deliver the loan has
access to the document.
If all the above are in place, then retry after
some time.
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Loan Delivery Status (Continued)
Error Message

Possible Causes

Title: FAILED
Text: Required
document(s) are
missing



Ensure the
following

Documents
marked required
are added to the
loan

User has access
to the document

Attachment is
active and
marked as current
version

EDM lender is
indicated
Document
stacking template
is not empty.

Loan is saved
prior to delivery
List of missing
documents
(<Number of
missing
documents>)
Document Name
<List of missing
document names>
Title: FAILED
Text: A Closing
Disclosure
document is
required for
delivery. Please
ensure that the loan
has a Closing
Disclosure marked
as final with at least
one valid
attachment with
current version
checked.

The Stacking Template has
required documents specified
which are missing in the
loan's delivery either
because:

One or more of the
required document/s are
not present in loan's efolder.

One or more of the
required documents are
taken out by the system
due to issues
encountered during
processing.

One or more of the
required documents
specified in the stacking
template has one/all of
the below characteristics:

User does not have
access to the
document.

Attachment is
inactive and not
marked as current
version.
EDM lender is not

indicated.

For conventional/nonconventional loans with UCD
dataset required by partner and,
one/all of the below conditions
are missing:

CD doc is not marked as
final.

CD doc does not contain any
attachment which is marked
as current version.

EDM lender is not indicated

User does not have access to
the document.

Recommended Solutions
Documents can be added to the loans in
one of the following ways:

Go to Review Loans / Review
Documents workflow and manually
add documents for delivery to the
loans.

Select a different value for Stacking
template.

Contact an administrator to update
stacking template.
NOTE: Please ensure the following for all
documents that needs to be delivered with the
loan

Document has at least one
attachment marked as current
version.

EDM Lender Flag is checked for the
document.

The user trying to deliver the loan
has access to the document.

If all the above are in place, then retry
after some time.


Ensure that the following conditions should
be met:

CD doc is marked as final.

CD doc contains an attachment which is
marked as current version.

'Use for UCD export' checkbox is
checked.

EDM lender is indicated.

User have access to the document.
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Condition Delivery Status
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Text:

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable to
complete your requested action.




Error Loading
Conditions
Something went
wrong and the
page failed to load.
Please try again.

Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Deliver Condition Responses - Single/Multiple Partners
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Text:
Error Loading
Conditions

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable to
complete your requested action.




Text: Condition status
for delivery is not
defined in settings.
Please contact your
administrator for
details

Condition ready for delivery has
not been setup in Investor
Connect Setup setting >
Conditions Delivery.

Reach out to an administrator to define the
list of conditions ready for delivery status in
Investor Connect Setup settings >
Conditions Delivery.

Text:
Error delivering
conditions

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable to
complete your requested action.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

The server encountered an
internal error and was unable to
complete your requested action.




Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Partner is currently not setup to
send and receive conditions.

Contact the partner to get additional details.

Something went
wrong and the page
failed to load. Please
try again

Server Error.
Please try again
later to resolve the
issue.
Text:
Error delivering
conditions
Internal Error.
Please try again.
Text:
<Partner> is not
accepting
condition
deliveries.

Retry after a few minutes.
Lookup Status Center (Link:
https://www.emstatuscentre.elliemae.com)
for any system downtime alerts.

Please contact
partner for further
details.
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Deliver Condition Responses - Single/Multiple Partners (Continued)
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Text:
Partner is not
setup for delivery
in service
password
manager.
Please contact your
administrator for
details.

Credentials are required to
deliver conditions to the selected
partner. These are missing in
the Service Password Manager.

Reach out to an administrator to update. the
credentials in Service Password manager. If
you do not have credentials, please reach
out partner for details.

Text: No conditions
are ready to be
delivered

If no delivery conditions were
received for this loan, the
following text displays when you
place your mouse pointer over the
More Info tooltip:

No conditions can be delivered as nothing
was received from partners. Please note
that conditions that were created manually
cannot be delivered using Investor Connect.

No conditions were received for
this loan.
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Deliver Condition Responses - Single/Multiple Partners (Continued)
Error Message

Possible Causes

Recommended Solutions

Text: No conditions
are ready to be
delivered

If conditions exist but are not
ready to be delivered, the
message displays when you place
your mouse pointer over the More
Info tooltip. There are three
possible causes:

Condition status is not
updated.

No valid documents and/or
comments are attached.

Condition has already been
delivered once and was not
updated after that.

Please ensure the following:

Condition status is not updated

The latest condition status should
match one of the status selected in
the condition ready to deliver status
in the Investor Connect Setup
setting. This can be achieved by one
of the following ways:

Update condition status, OR

Contact an administrator to
update condition ready to
deliver status in the Investor
Connect Setup setting

No valid documents and/or comments are
attached

Condition should have at least one of
the following

Valid document

Should have one
attachment marked as
current version

EDM lender should be
checked

User should have access
to the document if
protected

OR, Comments

At least one comment
should be marked as
external

Condition has already been delivered once
and was not updated after that
Condition should have been updated

after previous delivery to partner.
Condition can be updated in the
following ways:

Adding new external comments

New document should have
been linked

If the Document was already
delivered, it should have been
updated with new attachment.
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